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BC bus slides then crashes into pole
By KAREN A. BROPHY

Heights Editor-in-Chief

A Crystal Bus ori the BC route lost
power on a hill and rolled downhill,
crushing a cement pole near Chansky's last Thursday evening.
No students were on the bus and
no one was injured.
The bus had dropped off students
coming from BC at the Sutherland
stop and was attempting to transport
another group of students back
towards BC when the enginefailed.
The students on the bus disembarked after it had been stalled on
the hill across from Sutherland Road
for several minutes.
Todd Anderson, a new driver to
Crystal Transport, applied the brakes
to keep the bus from rolling
backwards.
However, due to the mechanics of
the bus, the brakes were only able
to support the bus for a certain
amount of time.
Anderson had not yet driven
along the BC bus route; however, he
had driven buses before.
Greg Collins, an employee of
Crystal Transport, came to help the
stranded bus as soon as the distress
call reached the dispatcher at Crystal
Transport.

Anderson was told to apply the
emergency break by the dispatcher
at Crystal Transport, said Collins. It
is uncertain as to whether he did this
or not.
A spokesperson from Crystal
Transport was unavailable to comment on the accident.
When the brakes finally gave out,
Anderson said he steered the bus into the pole so he would not continue
to go backwards.
The brakes work on an air
pressure system, and can only last
for a certain period of ti me when the
engine is not running, said Collins.
Collins said the mechanical
failure was due to a transmission
leak. He said there was no extensive
damage done to the bus. However,
the cement pole was demolished.
The bus was fixed on the scene
and removed.
In an unrelated incident, a Crystal
Bus' engine overheated while
transporting students to BC. Students
asked to be let off the bus due to the
excessive smoke, said one BC junior
who was on the bus at the time.
Crystal Transport is the company
BC contracted to run its bus service.
Editor's Note: Judy Mello contributed to the compilation of this
anicle.

MassPIRG reacts to
Pye, Senate challenge
By BILL MURPHY
Contrary to what the Senate believes, Stephen Haggerty of
MassPIRG says, "The students want us on campus," citing last
semester's referendum vote as the students' show of approval for
MassPlßG's projects involving environmental and consumer issues.
Regardless of this vote, the UGBC Senate has just recently voted
down funding to the BC chapter of MassPIRG. Haggerty says, "Our
projects will have to stop during the next semester while we run a
campaign for the following semester."
MassPIRG, though hurt by the absence of funding, will still receive
some state funding and additional money from donations of private
citizens.
UGBC President Matt Pye has expressed his displeasure with
MassPIRG due to their use of "dirty politics" and the use of students'
activity fees for the expense of lawyers.

Haggerty disagrees with these reasons that are being given saying,
"From the very beginning he's [Pye] been against us. I believe it's
ideological. He just doesn't like us"
Haggerty goes on further to say, "What the students mink is more
important. There's always going to be people who have ideological

differences."

The statements made by Pye concerning dirty politics triggered off
angry responses from Haggerty. While the Senate campaign was in
process, "We went to each candidate for the Senate and asked if they
would make keeping MassPIRG a priority if they were voted for," explained Haggerty. "It's not unusual," said Haggerty.
As for accusations of working behind the scenes, Haggerty became
even more angered, saying "I'm a BC student. I represent BCPIRG.
We've used money for lawyers and organizers because we need them
to get things done. This has allowed us to go further and become one
of the most powerful interest groups in the nation."
Haggerty also stated "We are consistently accountable to BC
students because we have to have a vote in order to receive money."
Asked to stress the importance of BCPIRG, Haggerty said, "We've
given to BC and the surrounding community. I feel we've had an effect
on environmental and consumer issues in a positive way for 16 years."
years."

At this moment in time, any additional years for BCPIRG have been
doubt by the decisions of the UGBC Senate.

cast into

A BC bus crashed into a pole off Comm. Ave last Thursday as a result of a transmission leak. In an unrelated
accident the same day, another Crystal bus' engine overheated, forcing students to evacuate the bus.

Computers shut down Drop-Add
By MARGARET ANN GOETZ

Heights Copy Editor
A problem affecting the entire Administration computer system occur-

red Wednesday morning, forcing the
shutdown of Drop-Add.
According to Rod Feak, Director
of the Computer Center, the problem involved the storing of data.
New disk drives were installed after
the close of the fall semester, but no
problems occurred with the new
equipment until early Wednesday

stated Feak, who pointed out that
the problem was not caused by a
computer virus or malfunction. Ordinarily, the University's computer
system has 99 percent uptime (time
when the system is functioning). No
data was lost as a result of the problem, and the schedules ofstudents
who went through Drop-Add were
all properly recorded.

Despite the lost day available for
Drop-Add, the lines in Casson were
relatively short by Friday at noon.
According to Louise Lonabocker,
University Registrar, no plans to add
an extra day to the DropAdd period
have been made, but registration
opened early on Thursday morning,
and remained open on Thursday
and Friday through the lunch hour.

morning.

After attempting to locate the problem prior to the opening of DropAdd, the computer systems staffin conjunction with the Registrar's
Office?decided it would be
necessary to cancel the morning's
registration session. The Computer
Center and Registrar's Office did not
want to inconvenience students by
making them stand in line two times.
After it was determined that data
was being stored improperly, the
Registrar's Office closed Drop-Add
for the remainder of the day. The
systems staff worked until 10pm on
Wednesday night to locate the problem. It was determined that data
was not being properly stored on the
IBM software as a result of the new
triple-density disk drives.
"It could have been much worse,"

Computer problems shut down Drop/Add last Wednesday. Computer
Center Director Robert Feak reported that the problems were part
of a campus-wide shutdown.
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NURSING
EXPO '89
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be a finer

place to meet the staff and

riit-

hospitals than Boston's
most famous meeting
place Faneuil Hall
If you're ready to enter
the challenging world of
Nursing, or are just ready
for a change in your
career...don't miss .he
chance to enter Nursing's
great hall of opportunity
for Nursing Expo '89.
Hope we'll see you there.
-

Admission is free.
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the staff and learn about workshops, internships, the Alumni Network and more!!
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Course outcome dissatisfies SOM students
By CYNTHIA HEANEY
Heights News Editor
There was apparent confusion in
the lines of communication between
faculty and students in a finance
class in the School of Management.
This resulted in a group of SOM
students' dissatisfaction with the way
the Finance Department handled a
professor's long absence during the
past semester.

The class, Tax Factors in Business
Management (MFI67), was taught by
Professor Walter Greaney, a tenured
professor who has been a member
of the faculty of Boston College for
forty years.
Greaney became sick several
weeks into the semester and began
to miss classes sporadically, said Kelly Brennan, SOM '89. He then missed classes for a month consecutively and postponed the midterm exam several times. It was never given,
she said.

Greaney was suffering from an undiagnosed illness that prevented him
from walking, according to Jack
Neuhauser, Dean of the School of
Management. This resulted in his
not knowing until the morning if he
would be able to make it to class that
day, although "he was making good
faith efforts," said Neuhauser.
Brennan said each day class was
cancelled, students would find out
from a note on thedoor. She said she
called the Finance Department
several times to find out where
Greaney was.
Students said they were puzzled
by the alleged delay of the faculty
in taking control of the situation. "I
think the standard of the school and
the academic integrity of the school
were jeopardized by the delayed
handling of the situation," said an
SOM junior in the class.
Labeling it "an unfortunate and
unusual situation," James Gips,
SOM Undergraduate Associate

Dean, said that he would have liked to have been notified of the situation earlier. He claimed that students
only brought it to his attention when
they came to him a week before the
Drop-Add deadline, concerned
because they had no grades for that
class. He pointed out that there was

By TARA MCDONALD

Heights Associate Editor
The BC Bookstore has taken steps
to ensure that the lines that occurred outside its doors in past
semesters will not be forming this
spring.

"We didn't have any lines in the
hallway or lobby this semester," said
Director of Bookstores John Durkin.
Durkin said he "made a commit;
ment to do something drastic"

-

Fear of locker filching is always an
anxiety of Plex users who have not
purchased locks to secure their
valuables. As well it should be.

Numerous unsecured goods have
been stolen from both the Flynn
Complex and the Conte Forum

locker rooms over the years.
Although statistics are unavailable to
ascertain the exact number of
larceny incidents that do occur annually, Plex officials say that they
generally seem to occur more in the
summer months than during thefall
and spring semesters.
They also said that valuables have

Chairperson of the Finance Department, reached was to make the class
into a "Pass/Fail" course, in which
it would count for credit but would
not affect the students' GPA. Also,
instead of having a final exam,

Faculty, page 18

Revamped bookstore cuts lines

BC 5 0 investigates Plex thefts
By CHRISTINA MILLETTI

no other way to monitor classes than
by student input.
Another concern of the students
was the way the Department decided to handle the class for the rest of
the semester.
The solution
that Gips,
Neuhauser, and Hassan Tehranian,

been stolen from both secured and
unsecured lockers.
Although many of these thieves remain unknown, Boston College
Police have been able to relate two
men to larceny incidents in both the
Flynn Complex and Conte Forum
locker rooms.
One suspect, Mark Gibbons,
A.K.A. Mark Givens, is described as
a Caucasian male of slim build, 6
feet tall with dark hair. He and a second man, who must remain unnamed, have been related to the
theft of a wallet of a graduate student. This theft occured in August of

because he was "very unhappy"
about the length of the lines in the
fall.
The Bookstore purchased eight
new registers and eight roll-away
checkout stands. These have been
placed in the department at the rear
of the store that usually holds the
greeting cards. In two weeks, the
cards will be returned to the usual
spot.

Six extra employees have also
been hired for the first two weeks of
the semester, bringing the total
number ofcashiers to sixteen rather
than the usual ten.
"The students are happier, and I'm
happier. I'm not a nervous wreck trying to apologize all the time," said
Durkin.
Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella and Vice President for
Administration John Driscoll told
him to do something about the situation and made funds available, said
Durkin. The check out stands will
be put into storage after thefirst two
-

week rush, and will be used again
in the future.
Students have offerred mostly
positive responses to the Bookstore's
innovations. "I didn't have to wait in
any lines. I was really happy about
that," said Steve Schneider, A&S '89.
Juniors Mike Murphy and Steve
Haines agreed that the wait was
much shorter than in past semesters.
"The lines weren't as long when
I was there, but they're still
outrageous," said Michelle Valier,
A&S '90. Valier also said that the
Bookstore was unorganized in shelving its books.
Durkin admitted that the recent
measures will not solve "our major
problem, which is lack of space." BC
needs a bookstore double the current size, Durkin said.
Currently he is working on plans
to renovate half the Bookstore during this summer. This would increase its efficiency, said Durkin. Approval for this plan is expected
within the next month, he said.

1988.

Gibbons became suspected in the
theft when the wallet was eventually returned to its original owner with
Gibbons' personal information,
such as name and address within it;
the second man, when related
monetary amounts were deposited
in his bank account.

Although students reportedly were in line for Drop/Add at s:3oam
Thursday morning, lines have been relatively short this semester.

Unfortunately, the BC's police investigation has not yielded enough
solid evidence to prosecute either
men, forcing them to notify them
that as of November 1988 they are
banned from BC's campus and will
be arrested upon trespassing.
The Boston College Police Department, as well as Plex ' officials,
recommend that all thefts be
reported so that connections and
reprisals can properly be made.
They also request that if Mr. Gibbons
is seen on campus, to notify BC
police immediately.

Bookstore lines have been eased by new registers in the back of
the store.

Voices on the Dustbowl

By Bridget Nester

What new programming would you like to see at BC this semester?

Steven Valin, A&S '89

Jon Hampton, A&S '91
Steven Murray, SOM '91

Friday night keg parties in Fr.
Monan's office.

To bridge the widening gap between polkas and square
dancing.

Eve Flotron, SOM '91
Chris Caudill, A&S '91

Co-ed naked mud wrestling.

Anne Caulfield, SON '90

All night dancing with Bono
iVox on the Dustbowl.

Ed Fanning, A&S '91
Sue Garro, A&S '91
programming
New
inconceivable.

?

it's
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A friend remembers life of Todd Moran
By LYNN HOPE FABER

Todd Moran was killed in an
automobile accident December
29,1988. He was to graduate this
May. Those who knew Todd realize
that no words will do him justice,
but for those who did not have the
fortune of loving Todd as we did, let
me introduce him to you.
Todd lived and grew up in Milton,
MA. After coming to BC, he remained in close contact with his parents,

John and Nancy Moran, his brother
Kyle, and sisters Deirdre and Tara.
Todd attended BC High where he
got his first dose ofEnglish Literature.
His love of English continued until
his death. An avid reader, his tastes
ran from Shakespeare, to James
Joyce, to William Faulkner, to Robert
Ludlum.
Todd was also a writer. He leaves
behind for us many poems, short
stories, and plot outlines for future
novels.

It was also at BC High whereTodd
and friends helped start a marching
band. Excelling not only artistically
but academically as well, Todd was
a National Merit Scholar.
He came to Boston College, his
father's alma mater, nearly four years

ago. It was love at first sight. He joined the band, making friendships that
would last beyond Todd's life here
on earth.
Todd maintained a double major
in Economics and English while
working an average of 20 hours per
week on campus. He recently earned his real estate license and had
plans to work in a publishing company while working with his father
at a family-owned real estate
company.

Aside from his band activities,
Todd was a member of the Society

WAKE 'N' BAKE
in
NEGRIL, JAMAICA

For Young Victims (SFYV), a group

uninhibited, and until
now
unknown!!

Todd Moran, A&S '89

which helps in the search for missing children.
He began as head of the Communication Committee and subsequently headed the Legal Committee, where he acted as a liaison between SFYV and the Massachusetts
Victim Coalition.
This past year Todd's fortune was
expanded when Kyle, his brother
and good friend, came to BC. Kyle's
cymbals combined with Todd's tuba

Improve your writing.
Make Friends.

Authentic THAI CUISINE
at Cleveland Circle.

at $439.00.
Call: Sun Splash Tours, Inc.

starting

Make connections.
Get journalistic

area...

experience with the

"...a tremendously welcome addition to the Cleveland Circle
The chef has spent a lifetime mastering the art ofThai cooking.''

News Staff.

-DA \ID BRI IDNO)'. WBZ Radio

Luncheon Specials $4.50 Dinner Nightly
?

1-800-426-7710

Jeff (617)
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Jamaica is better than
ever with packages

or

further enriched the Screaming
Eagles Marching Band.
Although Todd had less than a
week at home before his fatal accident, the week was a full one, for he
was surrounded by a loving family
and good friends.
On Wednesday, December 28 at
around 2:ooam, Todd's car hit a
patch of black ice and skidded into
a tree. Wednesday afternoon, family and friends from all distances
were at his bedside.
Todd's gifts of love, light, and life
continue through his precious gift of
organ donation. Eyes, kidneys, and
heart valves were donated for the
benefit of others; two individuals
now have a second chance at sight,
two people will be free of kidney
treatment, and several babies born
with heart problems will be given a
second chance at life.
Todd Moran was a loved son,
brother, friend, and boyfriend. Todd
was more than my boyfriend, he was

Beer and Wine *MC VISA AMEX

News

meetings are
Sunday at 6pm in
McEfroy Lobby.

242-2618

Ym dorit need your parents' money
to buy a Macintosh

Justtheirsignatuie
It's never been difficult for students to convince
their parents of the need for a Macintosh® computer

at school.

Persuading them to write the check, however, is
another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the
Own Program. An ingenious loan program thatmakes
buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application at the location
listed below, or call 800 831-LOAN. All your parents

for you in just a few weeks.
There's no collateral. No need to prove financial
hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over
as many as 10 years.

Student Loan -up >-

If they qualify, they'll receive a check
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Which gives you and your parents plenty of time
to decide just who pays for it all.
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BC Computer Store

©1988 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarksof Apple Computer, Inc.
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Administration responds to student poll

ByJENNIFER BUBRISKI and DAVID
FOUCHER

Administration and students

at

Boston College agree on at least one
thing: the university has some problems. According to students, many
of these problems have solutions
which the administration could implement, yet has not. What exactly
are these problems, and what is the
university doing to solve them?
An on-campus poll of 500 BC
students, conducted be the authors,
found that the four biggest problems
are tuition, availability of housing,
Dining Services, and registration.
High tuition and parking proved
to be the biggest problems, with a
large number of students ranking it
high in their own concerns.
Here's how the administration
responded to each of the five
problems:

REGISTRATION
By far, the largest student complaint concerning registration was
the early closing of courses. According to Louise Lonabocker,
University Registrar, there are approximately 1500 courses offered
at BC. "When it [a course] closes,"
said Lonabocker, "by and large,
we've done all we can."
When a course closes, said
Lonabocker, the Registrar's Office
contacts the department to see if
it can open new sections or add
seats to an existing section of a
course. However, there are problems with both solutions.
The decision to add seats to a
section is left up to the department, and not the Registrar's Office. Many departments, however,
find that increasing the number of
seats decreases chances for

discussion. Finding a professor to
teach a new section is no simpler.
Existing professors usually have a
fulltime workload, and finding
qualified part-time professors to
teach the new sections is difficult.
Lonabocker pointed out that
there are always courses open for
majors to continue working
towards fulfilling their requirements even though they may
not get the particular course or
professor they want. "I know no
one likes to see courses close, but
that's part of the reason they're so
good," said Lonabocker.
Students polled also displayed
concern over inaccuracies in the
CoRSS publication, particularly
those courses that were listed as
being open to non-majors but were
closed when non-majors tried to
register for them. According to
Lonabocker, courses can have a

number of reserved seats for nonmajors while the rest of the section
is restricted to majors. During
registration, the non-major seats
can fill up, and the course will then
be open to majors only.
Anther complaint was that
registration is generally unorganized. Lonabocker said that in the
past, they had tried to give more
instruction to students, moving
them through the process as a
group. However, the students
resented this system and didn't
seem to want to listen, said
Lonabocker. In an attempt to "get
away from the herd mentality,"
Lonabocker felt it would be better
to let students go through registration at their own speed.

my best friend. The following poem,
written by Todd, was found among

his possessions. It is a particularly
beautiful and sadly prophetic poem
addressing death.
Her kiss is dry and sweet
Coming with an end
To the days and ways
Of striving
In the crowd.
No more to meet
the uncertain eyes
that avoid you in the street
Hers are steady and dark
Her touch the final passion
Her robes the final comfort
cling not to the mortal dross
Of acts undone, of noonday sun

Of loved ones crying by the grave
But sleep.

Why

For gasping lungs? for gushing
blood?
For shattered windshields in the
street?
This is only life,

frayed

edges
unwilling
to forsake its
arrogant,
pleasure.
Like the rude and rocky shore
That breaks the tide, the steady rise
at

its

and fall, of dark and silent seas.

Not a spectre, death, but beauty
Dark and mysterious.
Paint her as a dark-skinned angel
Not as a rotting corpse
Which collapses not, but for the

of magots
to consume
as we did in our day
as we did with our life.

In this see no sorrow
We are, then are not
Our reality passes in simple beauty
As does that
poignant, foolish, beautiful tear.
-Todd Patrick Moran
August 31, 1967 December 29,
1988
-

Donations in Todd's memory may
be sent to:
Society For Young Victims
c/o Boston College

Special Educational Discount Rate!
45-50% Off!

DELIVERY DIRECTLY TO
YOUR DOOR
EACH MORNING
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Hot D ogS

Pizza
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Open every Tuesday
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9 p.m. til midniyht

No Cover Charge

The New York Times

Detach and Send to: BC News Service McElroy 204
Include name, address, and phone number.
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Serving food:
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Daily & Sunday $32.00
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At Lyons Dining Hall

READ THESE OUTSTANDING
PERIODICALS EVERY MORNING
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USAF NURSE RECRUITING

603-433-1886/7
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The Boston Globe
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The Air Force has a special program for 1989 BSNs If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduation?without waiting
for the results of your State Boards
lb qualify you must have an overall
2.75 GRA After commissioning,
you'll attend a five-month internship at a major Air Force medical
facility Ifs an excellent way to prepare for the wide range of experiences you'll have serving your
country as an Air Force nurse officer. For more information, call

hungry labor
Striving

a spectre call this love?

The biggest problem the

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1989.

Student's poem examines death
Continued from page 4

For the future, Lonabocher
hopes to implement a voiceresponse phone-in system for
Drop-Add. This system would help
with major changes to schedules
between registration and DropAdd, particularly over the summer.
Students would phone in their
schedule changes to computers
before the rush, thus cutting down
lives during the Drop-Add period.
However, said Lonabocker, it is not
definite that BC will purchase such
a system or that the Registrar's office would be the best use for it.
DINING SERVICES

Positive ID and BC ID required

.

Except on UGBC sponsored nights
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Our friend Todd Moran died during the winter break
did you hear
about his accident? Sure, guess you
?
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Crystal contract needs renegotiating
Every day BC students from Newton to Allston-Brighton dread coming to
school. Students are not worried about the homework they forgot to do or the
tests they must take. These off-campus students and Newton Campus freshmen
fear another journey on the Crystal bus line.
A Crystal bus rolled down Commonwealth Avenue and demolished a cement
pole last Thursday. That same morning, an engine of a Crystal bus overheated.
Students had to tell the driver they wished to get off the bus because it was
filling with smoke. He did not suggest they evacuate.

Aside from these two incidents, the Crystal buses and their drivers have gained
a reputation for their poor service and inconsistent schedule.
There are various problems associated with Crystal's treatment of BC, the most
serious of which is overcrowding. Overcrowding is not only uncomfortable;
it is also very dangerous.
Overcrowding is a major factor in the deterioration of buses. The extra weight
puts strain on the mechanics of the bus and shortens the bus' lifespan. Buses
that are often overcrowded require extra maintenance.
In order to combat the overcrowding problem, BC must tell Crystal to allocate
more buses in the early morning hours and on weekend nights.
At present, students waiting for the bus at stops after Sutherland Road early
in the morning will find they cannot take the bus to BC because it is already
packed beyond capacity.
More buses at certain crunch hours would reduce overcrowding problems
as well as save Crystal the money spent continually fixing their buses.
Buses are seldom synchronized with their published schedule. This is an
inconvenience to students who must wait close to 30 minutes in the cold.
BC administrators must consider whether they want Crystal Transport to be
responsible for students' safety. It would be wise to negotiate a contract forcing
Crystal Transport to take better care of their buses, and thus take better care
of the students who use them.

Proposal No. 42 will open doors
Some say that the NCAA has slammed the door on high school athletes with
a low socioeconomic background who count on athletic scholarships to get
them into good colleges.
NCAA Proposal Number 42 created tighter academic standards for students
receiving athletic scholarships. Previously, NCAA Proposal Number 48 required
that students receiving scholarships needed a 700 on the SAT (a 15 on the ACT)
and a 2.0 average in classes. Students who did not meet both requirements
could still, receive a scholarship, but they could not play in their first year at
school. Now, students must have a 700 on the SAT and a 2.0 average before
they receive any money.
They are no longer given a free ride for the first year.
Georgetown coach John Thompson and others feel this is unfair to minorities
who are trying to get into colleges through athletics. They say the SATs are

culturally biased.
It is true the SATs are culturally biased
tests have proven it. However,
students receive 400 points just for filling out their name.
Granted, some students may not achieve a total score of 700, but those students
are not yet ready to succeed academically in college. Students who really want
to go to school will take the initiative to attend a community college in order
to get their scores high enough to attend the school of their choice.
Setting these standards higher is a step in the right direction. Athletes in high
school will no longer feel as though the system will carry them through. High
school coaches will realize their students need education, not just practice, to
make it through school.
The only way for underprivileged students to truly make their way in the world
is education. Making higher standards for scholarships will ultimately open the
door for lower-strata students a door that leads to a richer life.

have

Does that count? Possibly that could
of merited a 6" x6" box and maybe
you could have included a picture.
It amazes me that our "student"
newspaper could so callously make
such an oversight and not include an
article about our friend, a senior
who would have graduated with us

on page six of last
week's edition of the Heights, the
staff offered condolences to Todd's
family and friends in a 3" x 3" box. in May.
Yeah, well he went to BC, lived in
the Mods (played frisbee), worked as
Sincerely,
a waiter at the Goldern Lantern,
Corrine E. Gill, A&S '89
played in the Marching Band, was
the Chairperson of the legal committee of Society for Young Victims, and
"To live in hearts we leave behind,
majored in Economics/English. is not to die." -Thomas Campbell
must
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PIRG benefits students
To the Editor:

The article by Patricia McNerney
in the January 18 edition of the
Heights contains statements by
UGBC President, Matt Pye, that are
serious distortions of the truth about
MassPIRG.
To make such statements as
"MassPIRG spends much of student
activity fees on 'dirty politics,'"
without giving specific instances of
such 'dirty politics' is unworthy of
the President of the Student Body
of Boston College. Boston College
is endeavoring to develop students
who do not make general
statements without a sound basis of
fact.
Mr. Pye goes on to make other
accusations which are distorted,
such as the spending of money for
the expense of lawyers. MassPIRG
works to have laws passed that will
protect the consumers. One such
bill that MassPIRG lobbied for and
was able to get passed, directly affected students here at Boston Col-

lege. At first student meals were taxed under state law. Through the effective lobbying of MassPIRC such
a tax was removed.
Now in order for MassPIRG to be
effective in influencing legislators,
both state and federal, knowledge
of the law and law-making process
is essential. Lawyers help the
students for minimal salaries, working on the issues that students
choose.
Matt Pye should, as a duly
elected president of the student
body, respect the vote of the student body last spring that supported
MassPIRG.
MassPIRG is a group of students
working for the environment and
for consumer rights goals totally
consistent with the commitment of
Boston College to social justice or
the education of "men and women
for others."
Margaret Gorman,
RSCJ Adjunct Professor
of Theology and Psychology
-

-

Senator explains cuts
To the Editor:

majority of our constituents,

We as the senators of Newton
Campus wish to take this opportunity to explain our decision on voting
MassPIRG out of the UGBC spring

budget.
The Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group, as seen in the
Boston area, has been beneficial in
issues such as voter registration, consumer protection, and environmental awareness. Their internship program, as well, offers opportunities to
young aspiring political students.
We see these as positive efforts yet
we question their implementation at
Boston College.
To be an effective organization at
BC, one must contribute to the community. We do not see this happening with BCPIRG. I n the m i nds of the

MassPIRC, through their lack of action on campus, has failed to define

itself.
Their vague presentation with
regards to their $50,000 budget and
the distribution of funds also left
serious reservations in our minds.
We believe one organization can
survive sufficiently on much less
money. If funding is to be granted in
the future, we advise BCPIRG to submit a coherent budget proportional
to those of the other clubs on campus. This would allow it to maintain
its presence on the University campus as it has since 1972.

L.M. Kodumal, A&S '92
T.J. Martinez, A&S '92
Chad Smith A&S '92

Forum open for skating
To the Editor

cost of running the rink, and that is

:

After being very excited to see the
opening of the Conte Forum, I was
even more excited to see BC's commitment to make the rink available
to the students. There is time not only for public skating, but also for
public hockey and intramural
hockey. I know that is difficult for the
school to do because of the high

why I find it such a nice thing for the
school to do. Although I know the
main reason of the building is for
varsity athletes and recruitment
help, it's nice to know that the
school is thinking about the rest of
the students as well.
Chris Connors, A&S '89

Misquote set straight
To the Editor:

I am writing to let you know that
I was misquoted in the article on the
Alan Bloom lecture by lan
Christopher Klimon which appeared in the Heights, page 3, 12

December 1988. What I acutally
said was, "The canon should include more women thinkers." I
made no reference to white women.
Thank you for setting the record
straight.
Helle Mathiasen

Angry? Appreciative?
Let us

know.

Letters to the Editor
must be less than 500 words, typed and signed.
Include local address and telephone number.

I

Deliver to:
McElroy 113
Thursday
at spm.
bv
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Commentary / Cheryll Jarrett

Contributions of Afro-Americans celebrated
Americans across the country
acknowledge the month of
February as a way of saying "Thank
You" to all of the past AfroAmerican leaders for their contribu
tions to American Society. Today
the classification of "Black
American" is becoming a very
disturbing generalization. Many
"Black Americans" are becoming
more conscious of their heritage
and are instead referring to
themselves as "Afro-Americans."
One might ask, "What is the difference?"
The term Afro-American links
black people to their original
African descendents. The term
"Black American" is a generalization that disassociates black people
from their true African forefathers
and mothers.

Carter Woodson is the founder of
Black History Month. He dedicated
this month to Afro-Americans by
trying to restore the pride that has
been stripped from Black people
through the centuries ofoppression.
He tried to give back this "pride"
that many Afro-Americans do not
have because they were told by
white Americans that they were
"nothing" and would never
amount to anything in life.
However, what many AfroAmericans do not realize is that this
is a "WHITE LIE" and probably the
BIGGEST "WHITE LIE" ever told in
history. Afro-Americans made white
America's economy through
CHEAP LABOR, best known in
history as SLAVERY.
Ssssh...slavery. Let us not talk
about that, people might say, "It

happened so long ago and we said
we are sorry." Yet, all must realize

that THAT is not good enough. The
United States today would not be
as advanced as it is if it had not
been for the Afro-Americans who
labored for them a fact which has
been either ignored or forgotten.
The media is always trying to
make the Afro-Americans look like
problems or victims of some terrible crime or inhuman circumstance. Yet, what they and the
rest of society, particularly AfroAmericans, should be talking about
are the many contributions that
Afro-Americans have contributed
such as:
Isaiah Montgomery born a
slave, he purchased his owner's
lands as well as that of his owner's
brothers before reaching the age of
-

-

21. These estates in sum totalled to
the amount of $4000.

Charles Drew located blood
plasma yet he was refused the services of a "whites only" hospital,
and died in need of a blood
transfusion.
Malcolm X member of the Black
Muslim movement and a militant
civil rights spokesman. He was
assassinated in 1965.
Elnora V. Moorman was at one
time Commissioner of Jacuson,
Michigan.
-

-

-

Thurgood Marshall is presently
-

a Supreme Court

Justice appointed

.by former President Lyndon

Johnson.

These are only a few of the many
accomplishments made by AfroAmericans. Few people know

about the contributions made by

Afro-Americans before the Civil

Rights Movement. These accomplishments had often been
overlooked by the media and most
educational institutions.
This awareness of Black History
was Charles Woodson's main goal.
He wanted all Americans to be
AWARE of the many contributions
that Afro-Americans have made in

order that they may walk with pride
and dignity.
Woodson created Black History

Month, as a constant reminder to

Afro-Americans today and the rest
of the world, of what they have
done and will continue to do!!!!
See Eagle's Eye for upcoming
events during Black History Month.

MassPIRG must answer students' questions
To

the Editor:

Being a member of the UGBC
Senate, which voted unanimously
(25-0), not to fund MassPIRG, I am
not surprised to see the "Save BC
PIRG" signs going up on campus.
Being a Senator on the Senate
Finance Committee which
unanimously voted, after extensive
debate not to fund MassPIRG, I am
not surprised to see that MassPIRG
is still not presenting the student
body of Boston College with the
facts. They never have.
Yes, MassPIRG won a 58% majority in last spring's elections.
Specifically, it won on the question,
"Do you support a $1 increase per
student per semester for
MassPIRG?" Seems reasonable
doesn't it? Approximately 1,800 BC
students (58% of those who voted
and approximately 20% of the total
undergraduate population) thought
was reasonable. However, did the
people who voted "Yes" know that

this $1 increase per student per
semester amounted to $52,000 of

the UGBC activities fund or roughly
36% of our entire second semester
budget?
Did these people know that it all
goes to pay professional organizers,
lobbyists, and lawyers who do not
operate on campus or even live
here?
It has been my personal experience, and that of several other
Senators I know, that when people
hear of these facts, their position
changes dramatically on the question

ot funding MassPIRG.

As a member of the Senate
Finance Committee, I can say to
you that, without question, we tried
time and time again to compromise
with MassPIRG. I personally
discussed with the MassPIRG
representatives (some of whom
were not even Boston College
students) the option of a

positive/negative check-off system

which would accompany your BC

bill and afford those who wished to

support MassPIRG the opportunity
to do so.
They flatly rejected the proposal
and refused to negotiate on the
matter.

Senator Michael Hines put forward a proposal to give MassPIRG
approximately $11,300 or 58% (the
percentage of the student referendum) of MassPlßG's "expense account" (which included a $12,000
salary for non-student campus
"organizer") for the Boston College
Campus.

They refused.
When pressed by several
members of the committee on any
funding less than $52,000-we
threw out $10,000 as a random
figure, MassPIRG refused again to
accept compromise-even as a star-

ting point.

"We are not a charity," they said.
"We urge you to respect the student

Candidate's accusations untrue
To the Editor:
I am writing this rebuttal in
response to an article that was con-

tained in the December 5, 1988
issue of the Heights. The article was
titled "Incompetence in SenateElections." Specifically, it is in response
to a certain ex-UGBC senator's
disrespectful attack on the members
of the UGBC Election Committee.
Ah yes,it's nice to take an unproblematic situation like running
for the Senate, realize that you stand
but a slim shred of hope and go crying for a little sympathy from a student body that is apathetic itself.
Well, as it should be, the only sympathy found was self-pity. Not so
surprising.
As far as running a write-in campaign, maybe you should not have
taken the time to whimper and write
letters to the Heights; and should
have spent more time passing
around flyers informing your constituency of your candidacy instead of
waiting for the last day of voting. A
haphazard campaign does not
reveal much about the candidate.
Supposedly, there was no problem
getting your maximum amount of
signatures. If this was so, perhaps
you should have handed your
nomination papers in days early to
avoid any unforeseeable problems
that might arise. It seems peculiar to
me that all of the other (over fifty)
candidates passed in their nomination papers before the 3pm
deadline. They attended the same
mandatory meetingsas you. I would
have expected a bit more out of a
senator (now ex-senator).
I also believe that I am qualified
to address both your slanderous at-

tacks

and blatant lies;after all, I am

on the

Election Committee. To ad-

dress the time change: one of the

main reasons for the mandatory informational meetings is to correct
any mistakes or make any clarifications (as well as hand out your
nomination papers). Secondly, personal computers (yes, even in this
day and age) will not make corrections on nearly one hundred
nomination signature papers
especially not after they have been
dispersed to people like yourself.
Third of all, if you insist on lying,
don't bring in MassPIRG just to try
and evoke their votes from members
living in the "New" Commonwealth
Avenue dorms. We are impartial

members who make up the Election
Committee and it was for this reason
that we were chosen as members.
(Doesn't it seem funny that we are
members and that you are not?) As
you said in your article, "this is
beyond my comprehension!"
Perhaps it is for this reason that you
have (falsely) encountered problems
with the Election Committee you
have no comprehension. That's not
to be casting judgements, merely
restating what you have already said!
Is it, also, possible that this is why
you must base your article on
falsities and lies?
After reading your article, I had to
wonder to myself, "Had this happened to one of your opponents,
would you have so vehemently complained of the 'incompetence' of the
UGBC Election Committee and the
UGBC Constitution and Bylaws?"
After all, that would have been the
only just action to take.
I notice that you put forth great effort (in your article) to try and compensate for what you realized would
-

be a loss. After seeing this effort, I'm
sure that the Heights didn't mind
giving you a bit of free advertising.
What better way to reach the polls
than to have your name tossed in the
pages of the Heights. I must,
however, commend you for this ingenuity. This approach is one that I,
until now, had yet to witness. It was
also ingenious of you to include it
in your posters hung thefinal day of

elections.

I think that it is quite clear to
everyone that there was ignorance
on your part. I hope that you now
realize the intentions of this article?to inform the readers that
anyone who is going to slander
others, is not to be trusted in the
UGBC Senate. Therefore, your loss
is not taken so hard. I would also like
to congratulate the winners of the
Senate elections; it is in them that
we truly see honesty and well
prepared campaigns, not campaigns
consisting of articles to the Heights
and a few words whimpering of how
you were cheated out of a Senate
seat.

As I close this article, I feel it appropriate to suggest a parallel for
you. As an Education major I feel

that I have chosen a well-thought
analogy. Compare a baby crying for
a rattle to you crying for a Senate
seat. We give the baby the rattle so
as to quiet the baby. So what are we
to do? Does this mean that we must
comply with such actions by giving
you a seat on the Senate, therefore
allowing us peace without our baby
crying?

James Enright '91
UGBC Senator '88
UGBC Election Committee '88-89

vote and give us a per student per
semester fee."

I object to the fact that $52,000
of our student activities dollars
would leave campus to pay professional lobbyists, lawyers, and
organizers in support of a Political
Action Committee on Beacon Hill.
I object to the fact that none of
the $52,000 stays on campus to
provide lectures, activities, or
cultural awareness programs.
I object to MassPlßG's blatent attempt to seek OUR senate, sway
OUR Presidential elections, and
campus
misinform
OUR

When questioned on whether or
not Boston College would remain
a full member of MassPIRG if we
could not fully fund them (which
we cannot do), they replied that we
would not remain at full status.
In other words, they would take
away any money we give them
below their demand and cut it's BC
chapter out of the process-a process none of us can track our
money through anyway.
The end result, as we determined on the Finance Committee, and community.
which appeared to be the sentiment
I object to thefact that PIRG is onwithin the Senate, was that ly visible when there is an election
MassPIRG wanted all or nothing.
or they need money.
Myself, I was not in favor of
In the near future, you, as
slashing all UGBC programs and
activities which are already badly students of BC, will hear a lot from
MassPIRG-an organization which
under-funded, by 36% to accommodate the demands of MassPIRG. admits to not being a campus club
and does not submit a budget reAgain, at the budget ratification
meeting on Monday December 12 quest as do all clubs, but expects
$52,000. They will tell you what a
(where was the Heights?) MassPIRG
wonderful
organization they are
urged us to respect the student vote
they
and
all
do. What they will not
and, again, claimed that they were
you
tell
is
what
budgetary
I have just written.
to respect
our
constraints.

Go ahead, ask them some quesThe result? They presented the
tions
when they pound on your
petition
Senate with a
of 1,500 supposed (I say supposed because I door or call your phone. Ask them
where your money goes-we in the
saw several New Hampshire adSenate are still unsure. And
dresses) Boston College studentsor about 17% of the undergraduate remember, when they feed you the
population. They claim that this is line about student refunds, it is still
evidence of "overwhelming" stu- money that the UGBC does not
dent support for MassPIRG on the have to provide organizations on
this campus that do sponsor lecBC campus.
Senators from the freshman class tures, activities, and intercultural
Dimitrios Angelis, Thomas Dorgan, awareness events, with the money
and W.A. Mozes (a reminder: none they need to function.
of the 3,000 freshman voted on this
Go ahead. Ask MassPIRG its
ballot last year) ran on a platform agenda for Boston College. Then
opposing the present system of ask why they have all of a sudden
PIRG funding, winning handily decided that their fliers should say
against PIRG solicited, funded, sup"save BC MassPIRG" instead of the
ported candidates as did several typical,
traditional "MassPIRG"
other senators. This point was made alone, without its BC compliment.
clear to the PIRG representatives Is this a sudden decision to become
but they still urged us to "respect
part of Boston College?
the student vote." They don't seem
Go ahead...ASK.
to understand that we are respecting the student vote.
As far as being willing to work UGBC Senator Richard H. Girard
within our budgetary constraints, I
accused them of not wanting to
compromise because if they really
We, the undersigned senators, do
wanted to?"lt does not take a hereby wish to endorse, publically
mathematical genius to take Senator the views expressed by
Senator
Hines' proposal and divide it on
Girard in his letter to the Heights:
a per student per semester basis.
Compromise could also have been
William W Boyd 111, A&S '91
acceptance of a voluntary donation
Commuter
system. The bottom line is that you
Monahan,
S.
SOE '92
Michael
guys want the whole $52,000."
Commuter
Jeffrey R. Ackerman, A&S '90
Look, I come from New HampCommuter
shire and I appreciate the necessiPete
Myers, SOM '91
ty for environmental and consumer
Walsh
protection groups. You'll notice that
Kelly, A&S '91
John
C.
I have yet to attack the policies of
Walsh
MassPIRG and will refrain from doF. Timilty, A&S '91
Walter
ing so because I agree with some
Edmond's
of what they do. However, I object
Greg Redmond, A&S '90
to their finding and
their
Off-Campus
manipulative tactics on campus.
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MassPIRG actions manipulative, hypocritical

To the Editor:

This letter is being written in
response to some of the Heights'
"Christmas Wishes for Next
Semester."
First, I resent your comment about
Matt Pye's Administration trying "to
force" the Senate to pass the proposed second semester UGBC budget.
It is exactly that kind of attitude that
causes problems between the
Senate and the Administration. I
trust my fellow Senators on the
Finance
who
Committee,
thoroughly discussed all of the intricacies of the budget and recom
mended that it be passed. No one
forced the Senate to do anything. If
a budget was not passed

no

organizationwould receive any funding for next semester.

Secondly, as far as MassPIRG is
concerned, I affirm the belief that we
should recognize and respect the
voice of a majority of students. The
problem is that a majority of
students did not vote for MassPIRG.
Those who did, were clearly misled. They were simply asked
whether or not they would mind increasing their student activities fee
by one dollar per student per
semester. The question was
presented in this manner due to the
fact that no money can be raised
from students for the sole purpose
of funding one particular group. If
they would have been asked
whether or not they wanted to give
MassPIRG $52000, they would have
surely objected. This is evident in
the fact that BC elected Matt Pye last
year, knowing that he was against

HURRICANE GILBERT

WAS JUST ANOTHER
PARTY ANIMAL

MassPIRG. Furthermore, the majority that elected me to represent upper campus at large knew that I was
also against MassPIRG from BC.
It is also important to note that the
budget was passed unanimously.
This clearly represents a strong
dislike for a professional organization (not a BC student group) that only appears when there is an election
to be held, or money to be allocated.
I think it is about time for one of the
wishes of my constituency to come
true: the exorcism of MassPIRG from
BC.
If at least some .of the Senators
would have supported MassPIRG, I
would have felt some sympathy for
the group, but none of them did. It
is also interesting to note that none
of the MassPIRG-supported Senators
were elected. MassPIRG did try to

have some of its people elected, but
they failed. When they realized they
would fail, they put up posters telling students to stay away from
voting. I'm sorry, but I have no
respect for any organization that supports apathy. We already have
enough of that problem at BC
without the encouragement of a
hypocritical group that claims voter
registration as one of their
accomplishments.
What is even more interesting is
that after MassPIRG failed in securing any Senate seats, they proceeded to hound the elected Senators.
What business does a professional
lobbyist have in interfering with a
student senator who is preparing for
final examinations? The actions of
MassPIRG show a total lack of
respect for the student body of BC

and expose how manipulative and
hypocritical MassPIRG really is.
Finally, I do not oppose all of the
activities of MassPIRG. Yet, thefact
remains that MassPIRG simply does
not return any benefits to the
students of BC. If they would have
accepted less money from the
budget, I would have considered
supporting them, but they would
not. Throughout the Senate sessions
MassPIRG has displayed an all-ornothing attitude that makes them
impossible to work with. There is no
way that I could have justified giving more than '/» of the UGBC
budget to an organization that does
absolutely nothing for the students
of BC.

To the Editor:

Heights, Mr. lannone states that the
Bookstore is making "a financial killing at the expense of the students"

buying and selling used books. I am
sure the Heights will be interested
in setting the record straight regarding this matter.
Mr. lannone used a hypothetical
case of a book which sells new for
$30, is bought back by the bookstore
for $5 and sold again as a used book
for $20. In actual fact, the transaction would be as follows: the book
sold initially for $30, is bought back
by the Bookstore, if it is needed, for
$15 and sold again for $22.50. If the
student decides to sell the book
back to the Bookstore again,
he / she will get $15 for it. This is a
pretty good deal for both the student
and the Bookstore.
Here at the Bookstore every effort
is made to acquire as many used
books as possible so that we can offer the students the best prices that
we can.

Tonight and Tuesday!

AND NOW WE'RE READY FOR YOU

Auditions

Spring Break '89

The Contemporary Theatre
of Boston College

1 week complete from $419

Fool for Love

announces

auditions for:

and

For more Info, contact:

E vita

John 558-5806

Monday January 23 and Tuesday, January 24
from 6:30 10:00 pm, Lyons 4th floor
;

-

\u25ba
\u25ba

Resumes
FAX Service

Collating
\u25ba Binding
\u25ba Carbonless Forms

\u25ba

John Durkin
Director of Bookstores

r---------------------------i

j Back to School Special j
!
Macintosh? Rental j
\u25ba
Prints
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|
kinkO'S
&
\u25ba Full Self-Serve Copies j
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e
\u25ba Convenient Hours
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I
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Passport Photos
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the copy center
Service offered may vary by location.

Upper Campus At Large

Bookstore's resale profits are fair
In the December 12th issue of the

Cancun

W.A. Mozes

UGBC Senate

OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY
7:30 am -12 Midnight
SATURDAYS SUNDAY
10:00 am -7:00 pm
2201 Commonwealth Ave.
(Next to the Green Line)
7ftl_QO ATI
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BC symphony looks to recruit
By INGRID SCHROFFNER
Heights Assistant to the Editor
Boston College is starting the second semester of its new Symphony
Orchestra thanks to the dedicated
students who initiated it last

semester.
"It was the students in the Musical

Guild who really got the ball rolling," said Anne Dhu Shapiro, Acting
Chairman of the Music Department
and an associate professor.
According to Shapiro, the or-

chestra consists of a majority of BC
students, who are also combined
with faculty and people from the
community. This adds up to a total
of 44 instruments in full strength,"
said Shapiro. She says they "took as
many as could play," but still have
a lot of instruments missing.
Presently, the orchestra is conducting auditions for the upcoming
semester. Especially needed are any
type of string instruments and certain woodwind instruments.
"Last semester, 17 of the 40 peo-

pie who attended our first meeting
turned out to be flutists," recalls
Shapiro. Thus, an exclusive choir for
flutes was started to accommodate
the excess players. The members of
the flute choir receive optional
credits for participation, the same as
those students in the symphony
orchestra.
For those who elect to receive
credit for participating in the Symphony Orchestra, the course is ofShapiro, page 17

LEARN
THE BUSINESS
BEFORE YOU GO
TO BUSINESS
SCHOOL.
If you plan to pursue your MBA, you just can't
hands-on experience in the field?
before you go to business school. You can get that
experiencenow, at one of New England's leading
financial institutions: Bayßanks. And we'll give
you something no school can...a great salary and
benefits. Give us a year, and we'll give you a world
of opportunities.
put a price on

Commentary:

Baybanks convenience
give Baybanks a clue. At the
Cleveland Circle tellers, to gain entrance, there is a sticker showing a
Baybanks card, Baybanks Mastercard, and Baybanks Visa as ways to
get the lock to work to get in. A good
ol' BCIDor any card with a magnetic

machines is down, self-repairing,

By PAUL
JON McNEALY
Heights Staff Writer
?

Baybanks, everywhere you want it
to be, never available when you
want it to be. The epitome of
convenience.
After four semesters of constant
badgering by my roommates, I finally made the trip to Newton Centre
to apply for my very own Baybanks
account since my roommates would
no longer cash my checks for me.
This has proved to be a limited suc-

cess, and the hype about Baybanks
is not what it is all cracked up to be.
After dealing with this method of
banking for the past couple of
months, I feel compelled to comment on some of the down sides and
more frustrating aspects of having
such an account.
A few annoyances about Baybanks
are that whenever you're in a hurry
to get some cash, there's always a
line, and, during prime social times
when you particularly need cash
(say Fridays, from 12:00 to 4:00),
you'll usually find the line in
McElroy reaching the UGBC office
and lobby because one of the

out of cash, or simply broken.
It is, however, the best place in the
world to meet people, for you are
sure to find someone there all the
time.
The other bugger is that when you
need to make a deposit Jn McElroy,
it is usually out of deposit envelopes,

strip on the back will do the job just
as well. And, if you're waiting for the
inimitable BC bus to arrive and it's
raining, the teller room serves as a
viable, dry, and convenient (there's
that word again!) lookout for the bus'

so Baybanks convenience is lost
when you must trudge down to
Walsh, or Cleveland Circle to make
your deposit to keep your balance
above $250 (heaven forbid, a finance

charge!).
Then, there's the old 'the-teller-

arrival.
Let's examine the Walsh teller for
a minute. It's probably the only teller
in Massachusetts that is located outdoors, and subjects its users to the
harsh winter conditions of New

ate-my-card problem.' This has happened to several people that I know.
When this happens and the student
is not at fault, one picks up the convenient phone just to hear, "Well,
we'resorry. No, we don'tknow what
happened, but, we'll get a new card
out to you immediately." Now
you're stuck without any cash, and
Baybanks' concept of "immediately" can mean anywhere from five
business days to three weeks, all over
a stupid screw-up. Convenience? It
sure doesn't sound like it.
Oh, by the way. Someone should

England under the alleged protection of Walsh.
Boy, I can think of nothing better
to be doing in the middle of winter
when there's two feet of snow on the
ground and the wind chill factor
around zero than to stand in line
outside of Walsh to get to the
Baybanks teller. Now there's
convenience!

Customer Service Specialist/
EVERETT
This is an extraordinary opportunity to gain
valuable knowledge and experience. We'll train you to
utilize our state-of-the-art computer system to respond
to a broad spectrum of customer inquiries. In our
professional, attractive new Customer Service Center,
you'll work a flexible schedule, and enjoy a very
appealing salary: up to 58.75 per hour, commensurate
with your experience. You'll also qualify for an exceptional range of benefits, including: fully paid training,
educational assistance, dependent care assistance, free
checking and Bayßank card, and much more.
So bring your ambition, communication skills
and degree to Bayßanks, and count on the backing of
one of New England's leading financial organizations.
For further information and an interview appointment,
please call us at (617) 387-5100, ext. 3081. Bayßank
Middlesex, 431 Broadway, Everett, MA 02149.

Bayßank Middlesex
NOBODY DOES If BETTER?
An

Affirmative

Action Employer

Boston College Department of Physics Presents
Dr. Peter H. Yoon
"Exact Dielectric Tensor for Relatavistic Magnetized Anisotropic Plasma"

Wednesday, February 1, 1989
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Enroll now and get 8 weeks of the weight
loss portion ot the Physicians WEIGHT LOSS
Centers program for '89
It's the same program that's helped so
many lose so much weight. Our professionally
supervised, nutritionally sound, real food diet
assures you of a weight loss of up to 4
pounds per week. Now at a significant savings. And we've kept our required physicians
consultation and evaluation and Nutritional
Supplement portions ot the program at regular

HIGH-TECH
HASN'T MADE US LOSE
OUR TOUCH.
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As nn Army Nurse, you'll he introduced to some of the most
advanced technology available. But that won't keep you from
working with your patients on a one-to-onebasis.
You'll he an integral part of the Army health care team: topquality professionals who share the same high goals with you. In
fact, among Army nurses, 99% hold BSN degrees and over 25%
have Masters.
The Army Nurse Corps. Highly advanced, highly rewarding. Get in touch with us, by calling your local Army Nurse Corps
Recruiter today.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
Sgt. Barry Brown
617-451-4834
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Profile: Dean Barth outlines A&S goals
JOANNA KASELIS
Heights Staff Writer

By

Dean of Arts and Sciences Fr. ).
Robert Barth, S.J., has been a part of
the BC community for seven
months.
Previous to his current position at
BC, he was a professor of English at
the University of Missouri in Columbia for 10 years. He also taught
English at Canisius College in Buffalo, New York (1967-1970), Harvard
University (1970-1974), and Boston
College (1985-1986).
He is the author of five scholarly
publications and has written
numerous articles and reviews for
prestigious press publications. He
has also lectured at different universities throughout the country.
The Heights: Why did you want
to become the Dean of Arts and
Sciences at BC?
Fr. Barth: It seemed like an opportunity to be more in touch with
other areas of scholarship and
teaching rather than be confined to
one department...! was a guest professor of English at BC from 1985 to
1986 and that really got me interested in BC. I admired it very
much.
your
met
H:
Has BC
expectations?
Barth: Yes, very much so. First of all,
I knew it [BC] to be a place with a
strong sense of community where
people work togetherrather than in
competition with each other. I find
the interaction between students
and faculty, and faculty and staff, is

more a cooperation rather than a

competition.

There's a really strong sense of
almost a family about it, I think in
ways that I haven't found in other
places.
H: How would you describe the
School of Arts and Sciences?
Barth: Traditionally, the College of
Arts and Sciences is meant to be
focused on the liberal arts tradition.
I think that remains true at BC. I
think the fact that there has been a
core curriculum that has significant
emphasis is very important...Many
schools dropped the core curriculum some years ago and they're
now scrambling to get back to it,

whereas BC has never lost that
tradition.
H: Do you think the core curriculum at BC can be strengthened?
Barth: I think it can. That's one of
the things I am interested intightening it up and making it more
coherent, offering perhaps new
kinds of courses emphasizing interdisciplinary w0rk...1 think a model
for what can be done is the Perspectives Program. It's very demanding,
but I think it's one if the best things
that BC offers?that and the Pulse
Program are kind of models of what
I see as what BC can do at its best.
I would like to see all students
have something of that kind of ex-

perience where you cross the
disciplinary lines and see the relationship that different disciplines
can have.
H: What are your primary goals
for this year?
N
Barth: One of my goals is certainly to study the core curriculum. To
work with the faculty...in studying
the core curriculum to see how it
can be made stronger than it is now.
Another goal would be to make
the arts stronger and more visible on
campus. By the arts, I mean the Fine
Arts Department, and the music
program which will become a
department.
H: When and why was the deci-

A&S Dean Robert Barth, SJ. Barth is the first in a series of profiles featuring the deans of BC's
four schools.
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This tomato
loves a shrimp.
The result is delicious. And that can be said of
all the homemade dishes on our menu, too.
You'll love our large portions and little prices.
You'll also get a real break with our Early Bird
Dinner Specials, Monday thru Friday 3 to 6 PM
in Brookline and 3 to 6:30 PM in Newton and a
great $9.95 Sunday Brunch, 10 to 2:30 P.M.
Only our prices are modest.
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sion made to form a Music
department?
Barth: I announced that early in
the fall...it's been a program and I
think it needs to be expanded and
formalized into a regular department and I'm sure that this department will beomce stronger as time
goes on.

Also, I'm very interested in the
theatre program, their visibility on
campus, and enabling them to do
more.

H: What other goals do you have
for the future of A&S?
Barth: One other goal of mine is
to find ways to help the faculty with
their research projects.
H: How would you help them?
Barth: Well, to get them the time
they need in terms of release time
for class, to get them secretarial help,
and the opportunity to travel to do
research in otherplaces.. There were
over 56 books published by the
faculty in A&S last year?very impressive...Every fall, I plan to have
an annual reception to celebrate
those faculty who have published
books.
H: Why do you think it is important for faculty to have time to do
more research?
Barth: I think that kind of research
flows over into teaching. Teaching
is energized by the scholarly work
the people do.
H: Many students complain that
there aren't enough open courses
in their major which they want.
How do you think this can be
prevented?
Barth: Departments try to project
as accurately as they can what
students needs are going to be. But
you don't always come out right.
They make their best judgement,
but all of a sudden a course
very
popular...so
becomes
sometimes students have to be patient until the next semester or the
next year.
You can't always predict accurately what the demand is going to be.
But if there are cases where student

Everyday people do it. They take the
risks and the chances. They ski on
untuned skis. Why sacrifice safety &
performance? There is help.
Within 24 hours we'llfine-tune your
skis for $19.95 (Same day service
available). This complete package
includes: p-texing, sharpening,
stoning, beveling, a hot-wax, and
scraping. So get to QUIK EDGE
and get protection.

M'ddU
EDGE
MT
center
wmmmmmm QUIK

needs are being ignored I'd like to
know.
H: Why do you think such problems occur?
Barth: this problem is not unique
to BC. It's always guess work unless
you demand that students preregister and not allow any big
changes. I think students need to
takepre-registration more seriously.
This has been my experience
elsewhere as well.
I think students need to be more
responsible in pre registration so
we can be more accurate in projecting what courses need to be
-

offered.

H: Why do you think it's impor-

tant for students to have a strong
liberal arts background?
Barth: Most professional people I

ski tuning

?

??^???
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Barth is committed to AHANA recruitment
Continued from page 10

H: How does A&S plan to attract

talk to say that people with a liberal
arts background are going to go farther and do better in their professions. Those who begin with a narrow focus and specialized training
may start more quickly, but they can
sort of hit the ground running. They
don't go as far because they're not
as well-trained and have as broad a
vision as people with a liberal arts
background.
They don't have a sense of history
and they're not as trained in critical
thinking, whereas the people with
a liberal arts background are more
likely to advance further. Once you
get to a certain level, if you don't
have some breadth of vision, you're
not going to be able to advance.
H: Is there any other reason why
you feel a liberal arts background
is important?
Barth: The other reason has to do
with the rest of one's life. Liberal arts
can open up areas of experience
beyond one's work hours. People
have more leisure time now and
liberal arts can give knowledge
about the wonderful ways to engage
your mind in the rest of your life.
So it's enriching for life itself and
helps you raise the whole quality of
your life...So you don't live your life
just to earn the big bucks. It provides
a dimension to be of service to other
people and be aware of what is going on in the rest of the world, not
just in your profession.
In my opinion, that's what we're
here for. That's what makes BC different from just any other university.
H: What is your advice to
students who complain about the
core requirement in A&S?
Barth: I would simply point them
to what the goals of the core curriculum are...l hope they would see
it not just as an exercise they have
to go through, but as a way of enlarging their vision...and try to relax and
enjoy it.
It's like if you're trying to swim and
you get all tensed up and you struggle, you don't enjoy it. But if you
relax and sort of go with the flow
and let the water hold you up, it can
become a very enjoyable thing.
Something like that is true with the
core curriculum. You might find out
it can be a tremendous life, a
tremendous joy.
H: Are there plans to extend the
Chemistry Department with the addition of the new chemistry
building?
Barth: No, it will remain the same,
but it will have better facilities in
which students can do their work.
Also, I would hope the new facility
would attract more majors in
chemistry.
H: Are there plans for the expansion or improvement of other
departments?
Barth: I'm hoping to be able to
have some modest expansions in the
Communications Department,
which is very understaffed at the
moment. We have a very small
number of faculty and a very large
number of majors.

good AHANA professors?
Barth: We are working aggressively through advertising and by word
of mouth to get minority faculty interested in coming here...We are
committed to affirmative action.
H: How does A&S plan to attract
more AHANA students?
Barth: We've got to put more funding into our scholarships to be
competitive with other schools and
to make it possible for minority

students to come here. Also, Dean
White [Associate Dean of Faculties;
Dean, Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences] is working very hard to get
more minority graduate students
who study education and can
become part of the AHANA faculty.

H: What do you think of the new
practice of printing the Dean's list
recognition on student reports?
Barth: I think it's an excellent idea.
It will make perspective employers

aware of the quality of students
when they see their transcripts.
H: Have you noticed a lot of

teach better, research better, and
work better. Also, I would like to be
seen as an encourager or a head
cheerleader in A&5.
H: Do you have any final words
which you would like to express to
the BC community?
Barth: Yes, I would like to see us
working together to make this the
best possible community it can be.
So students will have my support
and I want their support. I want us
to be working together.

students transferring in and out of
A&S?
Barth: My impression is that our
retention is very good. There's a certain amount of movement between
A&S and SOM, but not a great deal.
H: How would you define your
role as the Dean of A&S to students?
Barth: As a helper to the faculty
and the students. To help them to

The Tricia Coyle/Karen Noonan
Memorial Clothing Drive
For the people of the Azores in Portugal and for the needy in ten New England cities
A clothing drive is being set in memory of Tricia Coyle, 'SOE '90 and Karen Noonan,
'SOE '90, victims of the Pan Am crash. The memorial, said-Mike O'Hara, coordinator of
the drive, has two primary goals, "To use the energy put into anger and sadness for
something positive and to associate Tricia and Karen with something good as opposed to
the memory of the terrible way they died."
The program is being divided into a series of networks: students, faculty, Jesuit
community, administrators, tradesmen, alumni, and neighbors.
To get involved: Contact coordinator Mike O'Hara
announced next week.

Students, your assignment today is
to learn how to use the Smith Corona
XL 2500 typewriter.
Ooops, don't get too settled in your
seats. The XL 2500 isn't a very difficult
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558-5854. Drop points will be
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of other fine features to the XL 2500.
There's full line correction, Auto
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study.
In fact, unlike most electronic typecassette.
writers, it's a downright snap to pick up.
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tronic dictionary adds new meaning to
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your economics.
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BCDS predicts problems before improvement
food. He said he found that people will wait longer for food of
higher quality. The "Sweets and
Treats" service at the Cafe is a
good example of such an upgrade.
The Cafe now brings in $4000 a
day and makes 175 dozen cookies
daily.
In addition, the meal plan has
contracted an additional 1000people this year, making a total of
3420. Dining Services is now serving approximately 15000 meals a
day. Cunningham said he feels

Continued from page 5

believe he has enough workers.
The low unemployment rate in
Massachusetts, especially in the
food service area, makes it difficult
to hire and retain employees. "If
I fired every one of my employees
today, they could all have a job in
two hours," he said.
Cunningham feels that until
more space is available, the situation will probably not improve. This
summer, the dining area of the
Eagles Nest will be revamped and
the Dining Services laundry

students polled had with Dining*
Services were the length and frequency of lines. Michael Cunningham, Director of Dining Services, foresees no real solution to
this and other problems of his
department until new facilities are
built.
"There's a lot that's wrong with
Dining Services," said Cunningham, "You can't change itovernight."
Cunninghgam attributes the increase in long lines to several factors. The new computerized meal
"There's a lot that's wrong with Dining
plan has made service faster,and,
said Cunningham. "You can't change it over
according to Cunningham, "when
we started moving people through
night."
the lines quicker, more people
came into the service."
that the current dining facilities on
facilities will be moved out of
The opening of the new Eagles
Lyons Cafeteria to make room for
campus are insufficient to handle
Nest is another factor. "When you
major
renovations there the
the increases.
renovate something to the degree
which we renovated the Eagles
summer.
following
lines,
In an effort to reduce the
Lyons
will be completely "gutCunningham has hired 30 new
Nest, you're going to draw a ton of
ted" and made into a fast-food serpeople, which is exactly what has
full-time employees. The service
vice, complete with burgers,
now has more workers than it has
happened," said Cunningham. He
fries, onion rings, and pizany
history.
"newness"
had
at
other
time
in
its
french
does not expect the
of
In addition, the reclassification of
the Nest to wear off and the lines
za. Also in that summer, The Club
student wages has come to an inat O'Connell House on Upper
to shorten until mid to late spring.
Campus will be renovated to increase of over a dollar an hour per
Cunningham cites not only the
student worker.
clude both a convenience store
novelty of the Nest as a reason for
lines but also the quality of the
and a snack bar.
Cunningham still does not

Services/'

Stuart Dining Hall on Newton
Campus is also marked for improvements. This project is
awaiting the construction of a
graduate student center on
Newton Campus with its own
cafeteria. Stuart will then be made
into a strictly freshman dining hall.
Changes to McElroy and Walsh
Dining Halls hinge upon the construction of the new student center.
At that point, these two dining
halls, which are those most in
need of renovations, will finally be
redone. McElroy, built in 1961 to be
an "all you can eat" cafeteria, and
Walsh, designed for only 400 people, instead of the 1000 it now

The increasing cost of housing to

BC has long been a major concern

of students, and the problem ranks
at the top of the list this year. The
biggest reason for this may be the
9.3% increase in tuition, room and
board from 1987-88 to 1988-89.

Michael Cunningham, Director
of Dining Services
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reconstructed.
The Golden Lantern will be
taken out of Walsh, and a 300 seat
restaurant will be built in the new
student center. The center will also
have a food court much like that
of Fanueil Hall.
Cunningham feels that these
problems will get worse before
they get better. He predicts that
next fall will see the semester of
greatest discontent yet with Dining
Services but insists that the
reason is that the service is improving, not worsening. "The better we do as a department, the
longer the lines are going to get,"
he said.
TUITION

Apply Now!
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serves, will both be enlarged and

until January 30 1989.
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Best Wishes Stine! We'll miss you. Thanks for
being a great friend. Maureen, Cynthia, Sara
Ann Marie, Laura, Donna, & Peggy Ann.*

The Heights staff is the greatest. Free pizza
parties (Sundays), corporate keg parties (off
campus of course), the sexiest sales force
(personally recruited by the ad manager),
loads of fun for everyone. The best managing
@
L editor ever.

One of the causes of this increase was the rise in the cost of
living, which in Boston was 5.6%.
However, there are additional factors, according to Executive Vice
President Frank Campanella.
These includelibrary acquisition
of new books, new staff and faculty, quality improvements such as
upgrading classrooms and dorms,
and additional equipment in the

computer center.

Dining Services also made an
impact on the rise of tuition for this
year. The renovation of the Eagles
Nest and the adoption of the new
computerized meal plan involved,
according to Campanella, a "onetime hit" to the budget. The need
to hire more non-student help at
higher wages also contributed to
the increase.
Financial aid has increased
along with tuition, however.
Governmental financial aid has
not been able to match the steady
rise, but Boston College has been
able to fill in the gap, according to
Campanella. The BC Administration annually raises scholarship
money one percentage point
higher than it raises tuition. There
has also been a reclassification
and increase in student
employment.
Tuition, according to Campanella, is utilized by the administration to meet budgetary
needs. Fifty percent of the budget
pays the salaries of faculty and
professional/clerical staff. Ten percent goes to a scholarship fund.
The remainder is divided among
capital charges such as depreciation of and mortgages on
buildings, cost of utilities, library
acquisitions,
and
other
miscellaneous expenses.
However, tuition alone does not
constitute the budget. Other
sources of revenue are gifts, endowment income and profit
establishments such as the BC
Bookstore.
The rises in tuition are discussed by a budget committee, whose
members include administrators,
faculty, and students. This committee then submits their proposal to
the Board of Trustees, who eventually votes on the budget.
Because little can be done to
change inflation or the needs of
the university, Campanella plans
to institute a cost-containment program. This program will select
target areas of the university to
study, and ensure that money is
being used effectively; In this way,
Campanella hopes to increase
productivity as well as prevent unnecessary rises in tuition.
One of the problems foreseen
with rises in tuition that go unmatched by financial aid is that some
students may not be able to afford
BC, and the university may lose its

Students, page 17
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A vote for
42
By GEOFFREY C. MACKEY

Heights Sports Editor

How about a round of applause for
the NCAA for finally requiring more
stringent academic requirements
before universities hand out another
athletic scholarship.
The measure, which is called Proposal No. 42, was recently passed at
the NCAA convention and could
ultimately save athletic departments
nationally in the neighborhood of
$6 million a year.
This recent NCAA regulation bars
universities from granting athletic
scholarships to "students" who
meet only part of the NCAA entrance criteria. This criteria is a 2.0
or C average in a core high school
curriculum and a minimum of 700
score on the SAT college board exam.

Before adopting this proposal, the
athlete could still receive the
scholarship even if they just met one
of the two requirements. However,
it seems apparent that the NCAA's
original intent was not to save its
member schools money, but instead
to force more strict academic requirements on athletes before they
are awarded a scholarship.
In other words, an athlete must
demonstrate that they are capable of
being in college before they are
given a four year free ride.
So what's the uproar?
This proposal certainly parallels
the academics-before-athletics
philosophy that Division I coaches
have been preaching for years.
Where the problem exists is that
these coaches who claim to be concerned about their athletes getting
an education are really lying to
themselves.
Sure they might be concerned, but
they are certainly more concerned
about winning NCAA championships.
What John Thompson and the rest
of the scathing bunch of coaches fail
to realize is that an education is the
key to these athletes future, not their
jump shot.
Thompson, the Georgetown head
basketball coach, argues with the
proposal because of the SAT requirement. Thompson, along with a
bunch of coaches around the nation,
feels that the SAT is a test which is
biased against the high school student who comes from a poorer,
underprivileged school background.
What Thompson is referring to is
the black student-athlete. He sees a
racial issue developing and he wants
to stop it cold. Since many of our nation's top athletes are black, he feels
this proposal will hit hardest
among the black athletes.
In certain respects, John Thompson might be correct. Proposal No.
42 will undoubtedly make it tougher
for the black athlete to use sports as
a vehicle to a college education.
But what Thompson is forgetting
is that a student who is incapable of
scoring a 700 on the SAT will in all
likelihood end up dropping out of
college?unable to handle the

Redmen rally to topple Eagles 74
By DANNY MURPHY
Heights Assistant Sports Editor

66

to within two, 38-36, setting the
stage for what would happen in the

second half.
It seemed to be a broken record of
The Eagles opened up the second
a sad song for coach Jim O'Brien as
half with a 15-10 scoring advantage
highlighted by strong, effective play
the Eagles were frustrated again by
too many mistakes down the line.
from Bryan Edwards. Although this
The Eagles gave up a two point streak put BC ahead by seven, it was
half-time lead, and even a seven then that the broken record started
point lead with 10:43 left to play, as to skip.
the Redmen of St. John's chipped
"They got the touch fouls and free
away to a 74-66 victory Saturday throws and we didn't," said an angry
night at the Conte Forum.
and frustrated O'Brien about the
BC came out looking good in the game's final minutes. "They were
first half. They seemed confident that able to manhandle Barros and the
they could play with andbeat a team entire team."
like St. John's.
"Down the stretch we most imOffensively Dana Barros, Bobby portantly maintained our patience
Moran and Bryan Edwards showed
and our poise," replied Carnesecca.
good ball control around the
Matt Brust did a tremendous job
perimeter and the defense was quick of defending the elusive Barros by
and tenacious in order to keep St. forcing him to go in one direction
John's in the backcourt where they at all times. "If I let him go in more
are uncomfortable.
than one direction, I'd still be chasAlthough St. John's was able to ing him all the way back to New
keep Barros quiet for thefirst 14:48, York," said Brust.
he then erupted for 8 points in four
Size was a major advantage for St
minutes. This included two threeJohn's in that match up as it was at
pointers which gave BC a six point just about every position. "We live
lead, 38-32, as well as ignited the and die with Dana shooting
sellout crowd of 8,604 screaming jumpers," said O'Brien and the 6-5
fans.
Brust contained the 5-11 Barros well.
But then St John's and coach Lou
The Eagles were not able to comCarnesecca demonstrated how they pensate for the lop-sided match-ups
beat teams like Villanova, UConn ofSt John's man-to-man defense, but
and Syracuse.
rather they set-up illegal screens and
Just before the half-time buzzer, and were called for touch fouls BC guard Bryan Edwards tallied 15 points in BC's loss to St. Johns. I
the St John's offense was able to conunder the boards.
trol the ball until the opportunity
St. John's made BC pay for their
O'Brien. "We have a hard time scorDespite the frustrating loss to the
presented itself to get it down low mistakes by scoring 14 points on 16 ing points while they get the dunks
Redmen, Saturday night's game did
to their big men.
free-throws in the final 10:21. This and free-throws."
include Dana Barros scoring his
A reverse lay-up from Billy
made possible their comback from
Free-throws...
2000 th career point.
Singleton and a slam dunk from a seven point deficit in which they
Free-throws...
Barros hit a free throw with just
Jayson Williams in the final two out-scored BC by a 28-15 margin.
Free-throws... it's a sad song.
Redmen, continued to page 16.
minutes of the half brought St Johns
"It's very, very frustrating," said
\u25a1
«

Littman shines as BC ties Gophers
By BRIAN CONNOR
Heights Staff Writer
The Boston College hockey
team, playing in front of a rowdy
crowd 7,320 fans Friday night at Conte Forum, skated to a thrilling 4-4 tie

with the University of Minnesota
Golden Gophers. The attendance
was both a Conte Forum record and
a Hockey East record.
Entering the game, the national
polls ranked BC 6th and Minnesota
2nd. With just 3:49 gone by in the
opening period BC learned why UM
was so highly regarded. Former U.S.

Olympian Tom Chorske skated in on
a 2 on 1 and drilled a pass to center
Jason Miller, who flipped the puck
over BC goalie David Littman to
open the scoring and give UM an
early edge.
The first period would end in a 2-2
tie. The remaining three goals were
all scored on power plays. BC forwards Steve Heinze and Dave
Pergola registered tallies before
UM's Todd Richards closed out the
period scoring on a blast from the
point that deflected in off the post.
The second period opened with
a bang. BC forward Tim Sweeney

academics.

And isn't academics supposed to
be the primary concern for our
"student-athletes?"
Come on folks, lets face it, a very
small percentage ofcollege athletes
ever make it to the pro ranks. An
education is clearly more valuable
than a jump shot.
The NCAA has finally realized
that fact.
When will the rest of us wake up?

-

Eagle goalie David Littman excelled Friday as BC tied UM 4 -4.

stole the puck from the Golden
Gophers at their blue line and walked in alone on goalie Jeff Stolp.
Stolp came far out to challenge
Sweeney and eventually poke
checked Sweeney's shot. Heinze
broke for the net as Sweeney beat
the defense to the puck. Sweeney
then laid a soft pass to Heinze who
placed a backhander into an open

Ed that as they became the seventh
player on the ice for the Eagle. Just
3:37 into the third period, BC

freshman Joe Geary tallied his third
goal of the season on a rifle shot
from the point, beating Stolp to his
glove side.
The remaining 14 minutes of
regulation and 10 minutes of overtime were without question the most
exciting, hard hitting, fast paced
net.
Minnesota scored twice to end the hockey seen in some time.
second stanza and go ahead 4-3 and
BC Coach Len Ceglarski comgain momentum heading into the mented following the game,"this
was a great game! Minnesota is a
closing stanza.
However the 7,320 BC fans chang- great team and can do so much with
the puck, it says something for us to
have tied them.
"I don't think they made any bad
plays or mistakes tonight and they
are as fast as anyone we have played.
But our guys really hung tough."
There was an obvious cause and
effect relationship between BC and
the fans throughout the third period
and overtime.
For instance, when BC forward
Richard Braccia sent a Golden
Gopher into orbit with a monstrous
hipcheck, the crowd responded. The
crowd's energy seemed to lift the
Eagles as they stayed stride for stride
with the speedsters of the West.
This kind of support has made the
Eagles extra tough to knock off when
their playing at the Conte Forum.
Not to go unnoticed was the
phenomenal goaltending by BC's
Littman especially in the third
period, where he saved 14 of his
total 46 saves.
"David sometimes gets off to a
slow start and will get stronger as the

Liftman, continued to page 16.
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St. Johns 74

Boston College 66Boston College 64-

Pitt 73
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Eagles in the Pros- Former Boston College linebacker Bill Romanowski (no. 53 shown here against Rutgers)
participated yesterday in the Super Bowl as a member of the San Francisco 49ers. Romonowski, who led
the 1988 Eagles in tackles, was then drafted by the 49ers in the third round of the 1988 N.F.L. draft.
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Swimmers off to fast start
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Syracuse
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Maine
Boston Coll.
Northeastern

14
10
9

Boston U.
UNH
Providence
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Lowell

Schedule
Hon
Mens Ice
:

Tues

:

Thurs.:
Fri.:
Sal.:

Hockey vs Minnesola/Duluth

Men s BBall » Syracuse
Women's BBall vs. ViManova
Men's Ice Hockey «* ULowell
Men's BBall 9 Seton Hall
Women's BBall # Providence
Men's Swimminq

«?

Rhode Island

Around the Heights
Coach Len Ceglarski is happy to
be back in Boston after a trip to the
Midwest, where his team split game
with North Dakota (3-1 loss) and
Wisconsin (4-3) overtime win.
Ironically enough, the Eagles got
a taste of Old Man Winter on
their trip to the Midwest in North
Dakota, when the team was snowed in by a 25-inch storm. The storm
nearly prevented the team from
travelling to Wisconsin.
Ceglarski is also happy to have
Steve Heinze and David Emma back
from the World Junior Championships held in Alaska. Their contributions were vital to BC tie against second ranked Minnesota on Friday
night.
BC tri-captain Tim Sweeney is currently leading Hockey East in scoring and goalie David Littman remains tops in the net.
\u25a1
Congrats to Jack Bicknell and
Mike Maser for their victory in the
Blue-Gray game held on Christmas
Day. Coach Bicknell acted as the offensive head coach while Coach
Maser was the offensive line coach.

Also, senior Mark Kamphaus
received the Tom Scan lon award
given to the outstanding senior
schoiar-athlete on the Boston College football team.
\u25a1
While winter sports teams are just
midway through their seasons, there
is a sense of spring in the near future.
The men's lacrosse team opens
practice this coming Monday in
preparation for their season opener
against Georgetown on February 28
in Washington, DC
\u25a1
On the women's side, junior forward Leslie Bjerstedt has been named to the National Strength and Conditioning All-American team.
She also currently ranks number
12 in the Women's Big East scoring
contest.

Incidentally, the women are currently fifth in the Big East.
\u25a1
Also, the women's track and field
captains were announced for the
Spring 1988-89 season. Michelle
Kouremetis and Jen Beck will lead
the Eagles.

By GEOFFREY C. MACKEY

Heights Sports Editor
For the Boston College men's
swimming team, things just keep
getting better.
After an opening season loss
against the powerful Syracuse
Orangemen, the Eagles have now
rattled off nine straight victories including a convincing win Saturday
against St. Johns.
For the Eagles and their head
coach Tom Groden, this season has
been a very pleasant surprise.
Going into the season hesitantly
optimistic, Groden has gotten spectacular performances out off
Freshman dynamo Maarten Kraaijvanger, a Saunderstown, Rhode

Island

native.

Throughout the early season,
Kraaijvanger has twice been named
New England Swimmer of the Week
and has already broken five Boston
College school records.
Kraaijnanger, who specializes in
the long distance freestyle events,
has teamed up effectively with

sophomore Richard McMorrow to
provide one of the best one-two punches around.
In fact, if it weren't for Kraaijnanger's exploits, it just might be
McMorrow who would have broken
some of the BC records.
McMorrow is an excellent versatile swimmer who can handle the
1.M., backstroke, and middledistance freestyle events.
This versatility has enabled coach
Groden to use McMorrow in a variety of ways.
Over recent years, the Eagles have
steadily improved and developed into one of the top teams in New
England.
Currently, the Eagles rank atop the
New England standings with a 7-1
record. Just five years ago, BC
struggled to place in the top fifteen
by season's end.
This season's highlights include a
stunning defeat of the University of
Rhode Island which has won the
New England title the last two years.
Also for the Eagles this season,
senior Tri-captains Eric Welter, James
Sieve, and Paul LeVie have also made

valuable contributions. Their leadership has been vital to a team which
is loaded with underclassmen.
On the BC squad, the freshmen
and sophomores account for greater
than 60 percent of the 1988-89
roster. It is for this reason that the
senior Tri-captains leadership has
been so vital.

While the Eagles have been very
successful up to this point in the
season, the stretch drive and the
New England meet will ultimately
measure how far this team has come
and how far it can go in future years.
At this point there surely is little
doubt that the talent exists among
the younger ranks. Whether that
talent will shine in the big meets
down the stretch is yet to be
determined.
"We have definitely got the talent
here. It will be interesting to see if
our seniors can take over the leadership role which will help us in the
New Englands," noted Groden.
"Leadership and experience from
our upperclassman is the key," he
added.

BC Beanpot hockey tickets go on sale
Tuesday, January 24. Beat the rush
for tickets to the battle between
#6 BC and #1 Harvard at 6pm
and BU versus NU at 9 pm
on Monday February 6

Come back Monday February 13 for
the exciting Beanpot Championship
\u2605*\u2605****\u2605**
Students must buy both February 6
and February 13 tickets as a package
Only 1 set of tickets per student ID
?Blue Chips of Boston College*

the Heights
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Pitt shuts down Barros and BC, 73
By ANDREA MUNSTER
Heights Senior Staff Writer

Sean Miller (3) of Pitt put the clamps on BC's Barros on Tuesday.

BC trivia experts
participate in Tourney
By

PAUL-JON McNEALY
Heights Staff Writer

Haines City, Florida. Once
again, the Boston College Eagles
were invited to participate in Boardwalk and Baseball's Super Bowl of
Sports Trivia this past vacation down
in the sunny confines of Florida.
We were all excited to be in
Florida, having fun in the sun, but
clouds soon covered our fun as we
found out we would be up against
the number three seed, the
Louisville Cardinals, in the first
round.
We were unseeded, and the
equivalents of a wild card team in
the field of thirty-two collegiate
teams from around the country, including the likes of Florida State,
Washington State, UCLA, and Notre
Dame (who played West Virgmia in
the first round, sound familiar?).
But we weren't worried. So when
everyone else was studying their
sports Trivial Pursuit cards, we decided it was an appropriate time to go.
golfing at the local miniature golf
-

course.

The stiff competition on the links
helped prepare us for the big matchup on the next day.
Pop quiz: Name three out of
the four basketball players who won
NCAA championships and NBA
championships in consecutive
seasons?
This was as tough as it got down
in Haines City, and we had a mere
five seconds to answer it. We'll be
honest, we didn't get it right. But

then again, Louisville didn't either.
Answer:
Johnson,
Magic
(Michigan State and the Lakers),
Henry Bibby (UCLA and the Sixers),
and Billy Thompson (Louisville and
the Lakers).
We faced questions from tennis to
hockey, Super Bowls to Work!
Series. We even faced a Mark
Gastineau and Brigitte Neilson
question, which we got right.
Question: In the 1966 World
Series, the Dodgers had only one
batter with an average over .300.
Who was it and what was his
average?
If you ever have the chance to see
a baseball game in the Boardwalk
and Baseball amusement park at the
stadium inside it, beware of two
items. One: it is a new and beautiful
park, and there are batting cages
open to the public located right out-

side of it.

Two: it is the first field we have ever
seen that had an artificial turf infield
and natural grass outfield. It was
weird, like seeing a football field that
was half grass and half turf. They

should make up their minds.

Answer: Don Larsen (a pitcher),
.301. We would have gotten this one
right, but host Chris Berman accidentally gave the answer, causing
a tiresome twenty minute delay for
re-taping. You'll have to watch the
show to see what happened,
because it'll take too long to explain.
If you ever have the chance to be
a member of a studio audience,
don't do it. Your hands will fall off
before it is over, and that is only after

they become sore, blistered, and red
for clapping as often and as long as
the producers ask you to.
Question: Whose record did
hockey great Wayne Gretzky surpass
earlier this season when the Great
One recorded his 33rd career hat
trick?
If you ever go to Florida and travel
on Interstate 4, be-sure to roll up
your windows, lock your doors, and
don't stop for any red lights (even
though there aren't any stoplights).
During our travels to Orlando and
other ports of call, we saw more
abandoned cars on the side of the
road than we did in Harlem on the
way to the NIT. The only logical
reason was drug deals that went
sour.

Answer: Former Boston great Phil
Esposito held the record of 32. We
incorrectly guessed Gordie Howe,
but were close, as he is in third place
with 28 career hat tricks.
If anyone correctly answered all
four of these questions (we really
doubt it), then you were more
qualified than us to go to Florida to
represent Boston College. As far as
who won the match, we can't really
tell you who won, but we can say
that we learned why Louisville was
the number three seed.
We also learned about spiced
nuts, catching planes, that trivial
sports knowledge is not limited to
the male species, and most of all,
how nice January is outside of New
England.
For all those who are now
thoroughly engrossed in finding out
what happened and what other
tough and tricky questions we faced, we should be on ESPN
sometime in late March. Stay tuned!

This season's two games between
Boston College and Pittsburgh have
been like basketball clinics.
The first game, on January 7, was
a shooting clinic led by Dana Barros, who had 43 points and led the
Eagles to a 95-83 win.
The second meeting, on January
17, was a defensive clinic led by Panther Sean Miller, who held Barros to
15 points and thus helped defeat the
Eagles, 73-64.
Barros set the Big East single game
scoring record with his performance
in Pittsburgh (14 for 22, 63.6%).
But in the rematch a week later he
was unable to repeat the stunning
performance and the rest of the
Eagles were unable to make up the
difference in scoring.
"I've never seen a player play with
such pressure as Dana has to play
under," said BC head coach Jim
O'Brien after the loss.
"I just couldn't make the shots,"
said Barros.
After scoring the 43 points, Barros
was compared to Michael Jordan by
Pitt guard Jason Matthews, but after
15 points, he was returned to mere
mortal status and the Eagles returned to reality.
In Tuesday's loss, the Panthers had
pulled ahead by 15 points in the first
half and looked ready to put BC
away when O'Brien called for a
timeout.
After the timeout things turned
around for the Eagles. Pitt got hit
with an offensive foul and the ball
went to BC.
BC's Bryan Edwards (9 points)
quickly took the ball downcourt and
hit a three pointer to pull BC within

Suddenly Pitt's lead had dwindled, and the 6,300 fans were caught
up in soaring expectations. Benton
(13 points) added a lay-up at the
buzzer to finish the half 34-31.
In the second half, the inexperience of the Eagles became a factor as Pittsburgh pushed for the ball
at every opportunity.
With the score stuck at 44-39, BC
went to the hoop four times and
came up empty all four times.
Then Benton took over with a layup from a Corey Beasley rebound.
Benton added a third point on a foul
shot and suddenly it was a four point
game again.

Then Barros got back into the
swing of things and hit a jumper to
tie the game at 46-46.
After Pitt's Rod Brookin hit a free
throw, Beasley (12 points) returned
with a jam on a pass from Benton.

-

64

The Eagles had the theirfirst lead of
the game but it was short-lived.
The lead switched several times in
the final ten minutes but finally with
five minutes left, Pitt started pulling
away. Sean Miller (15 points) hit four
free throws in the final thirty seconds
to secure the victory for the Panthers.
There were several times during
the game when perhaps BC could
have won. But Doug Able (8 points)
fouled out with five minutes to go
and then Benton followed him two
minutes later.
"Doug (Able) had his best game
of the season," said O'Brien. "He
didn't give up an easy basket."
"The inexperienceshowed in the
end. We missed turnovers and free
throws and got into foul trouble,"
commented O'Brien.
"I think we played hard and well
and at least we're progressing," said
Barros.

9 points, 28-19.
Edwards was then fouled and

although he missed his free throw,
Doug Able came up with the rebound and was fouled. Able hit both
shots and BC was in the game.
The Panthers' Bobby Martin (17
points) came back with a slam but
the Eagles were not daunted. After
Barros had a lay-up and Able hit two
more free throws, Steve Benton sent
the ball to Able who followed Martin's style and jammed one in
himself.

BC's Doug Able (35) played a solid game inside against the taller Panthers.

Hoop recruits sign for '89
time scoring record this season. He
23.1ppg last year while
averaged
Heights Senior Staff Writer
grabbing an average of 10.6rpg. He
Although the 1988-89 season is also blocked 64 shots. Hinton was
not half over, BC head coach Jim recruited by Purdue, Vanderbilt, and
O'Brien has thought about next year Arizona State. But he saw BC in the
and has signed three recruits to be NIT last year in Evansville and was
happy when O'Brien approached
a part of BC's future.
All three players will receive full him this year.
scholarships and are expected to
"He can really shoot and he's got
play theirfreshman season. The bigvery good hands," said O'Brien. He
gest of the three players is Randy could be a perimeter player. We're
Hagerdon from Warwick, NY.
just very pleased to get him."
Hagerdon is a 7-2 center who
Finally, Mike Herren will also join
average 18.6 ppg and 14.8 rebounds
high
his junior season. He broke his
the Eagles next season. Herren is a
school record with 125 blocked 6-4 guard from Fall River, MA. He
was captain of the BMC Durfee High
shots in a season.
"He's a big, strong kid and he School team that won the Division
plays hard," said O'Brien. "A lot of I state championship last season.
our problem is not having big peo
He averaged 23.2 points a game
pie in the lane, but he can help us and earned Boston Globe Division
there. He is a rugged inside guy." I Player of the Year honors.
The second player is 6-11 David
"We're happy about Mike
Hinton from Indiana. Hinton is look- because he really wanted to come
ing to break his high school's all to BC. All he wanted is BC and that

By ANDREA MUNSTER

will make him a great member of the
team," said O'Brien.
"He is a tough player whose intelligence will help him play in college."
O'Brien still has one more
scholarship available but does not
know who will receive it.
Only two players graduate this
year but those two players are critical
to this year's team. The loss of Dana
Barros and Steve Benton will leave
big holes for O'Brien to fill. These
three players, O'Brien hopes, will
help and lend an immediate impact
to the Eagles.

Interested in writing for the Heights
Sports Section?
Come to our first meeting of the
Semester on Mon. Jan. 2o at 4:00
*******
Old and New Writers Welcome!!!!
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Men's Ice Hockey

Eagles stun the Soviet's Dynamo, 6-5
While most students had left the
Heights for the winter break, hockey
history was made at the Conte
Forum on Wednesday, December
21.
For it was on this night that the

Boston College Eagles stunned the

touring Moscow Dynamo club of
the Soviet Union, 6-5 before just
3,386 crazed fans at the Forum.
The loss to the fired up Eagles was
the only defeat for the Russians in
a 10-game tour against American

college and International Hockey
League teams.

BC's upset of the Dynamo was in
most dramatic fashion as the Eagles
faced what seemed to be an insurmountable 5-2 deficit midway

through the second period.
Yet the Eagles tallied four
unanswered goals including the
game winner when senior tricaptain Tim Sweeney tipped home
a pass from Marty Mclnnis with just
18 seconds left in the third period.
Although Sweeney was clearly the
hero of the BC upset, the victory was
surely aided by some effective play
from junior right wing Steve
Scheifele
and
sopomore
defenseman Greg Brown.
On the night, Scheifele tallied his
second hat trick of the season in
helping the BC effort. Scheifele
opened the game with a shorthanded goal at 5:14 of the first period to
give the Eagles an early 1-0 lead. He
then tallied a pair of goals just thirty seconds apart late in the second

period cutting the Dynamo's lead
from 5-2 to 5-4.
Meanwhile, Brown, who had
weathered international competition before as a member of the 1988
US Olympic team, displayed that experience as he figured in four of the
Eagle goals.
With just9:31 remaining in the second period, Brown tallied his lone
goal after weaving through a pair of
Dynamo defenders then slapping
home a wrist shot past the Russian
goalie. Brown also assisted on each
of Scheifele's three goals.
Ironically, Sweeney's game winner
was one of three powerplay tallies
for BC on the night. The winning
goal was set up by sophomore
center David Pergoala, who also
scored thefifth goal of the BC rally.
The Boston College goaltending
was also superb on the night against
the quick skating team from the
Soviet Union. Senior David Littman,
who currently leads Hockey East
with just 3.12 goals against, played
the first period and made six saves
in shutting down the potent
Dynamo attack and preserving a 1-0
Eagle lead at the end of the period.
In the second stanza, BC head
coach Len Ceglarski elected to go
with senior Jeff Walker in the net.
Walker, who had played just three
minutes so far this season, piayed the
full 20 minutes against the high flying Dynamo, allowing five goals and
making 11 saves.
Ceglarski once again went to the

BC's Steve Scheifele tallied three goals as the Eagles upset the Dynamo of the Soviet Union 6 5.
Hockey East. The Eagles' record now
bench at the opening of the third
ing considering the fact that two of
period trailing by a score of 5-4.
the Eagles' top players were not on stands at 11-4 in the conference,
Sophomore Sandy Galuppo providthe ice for the contest. Sophomores good for 22 total points.
BC's seasonal record is 15 wins
ed instant relief as he shutdown the
David Emma and Steve Heinze did
and five losses.
Russians, paving the way for the not play because of their participaMaine leads the conference with
Eagles' comeback.
tion in the World Junior ChampionAlaska.
a
12-5 mark and 24 total points.
ships
Anchorage,
Time and time again, Galuppo
in
over
the
a hot team of late, is
Northeastern,
victory
came up with clutch saves, ultimateThe BC
Russians
ly turning back 16 shots against the was just another highlight of what in third pace with 16 points.
In the national rankings, the Eagles
is proving to be a very successful
Dynamo. Galuppo's effort in the
a
loss
are
Eagles.
currently ranked seventh in the
season
for
the
With
period
final
could not have come at
winter
the
first
Earlier on in the season, BC
country.
over
the
break
to
Eagles
abettertimeasthe
mounted
place Maine Black Bears, BC now ranked as high as fourth by the natheir furious rally.
finds itself in second place in tional pollsters.
The victory was even more amaz-

Barros gets 2000th in loss
continued from page 13.
overa minute remaining giving him
number 2000. Barros is the first

player in Boston College history to
hit for 2000 points.
On the night, Barros also continued his streak of consecutive
games with at least one successful
three-point basket. With two three
pointers on the night, Barros extended his streak to 56 straight games.
With his 18 points, Barros also
passed Patrick Ewing into seventh
place on the all-time Big East scoring list.
\u25a1
Despite BC's three straight losses
in Big East competition, the Eagles'
recent contests have been marked by
the emergence of freshman guard
Bryan Edwards.
While not making the trip to Pittsburgh (where the Eagles won their
only Big East contest of the season)

Here, BC's Able is forced to dish off against St.

John's Jayson Williams (21)

Eagles tie Gophers 4
continued from page 13.
game

progresses,"

explains

Ceglarski.
He added, "He is as good as any
goalie in this league and and as
good as any goalie in any other
league."

Also the solid performance turned in by freshman Steve Heinze is
becoming a regular showing.
Against the Gophers he scored twice

and assisted on Geary's tying goal.

for disciplinary reasons, Edwards has
come back with a vengeance.
"Not making the trip made me
feel like not being a part of the
team," Edwards noted. "Yet I feel a
little more relaxed now than I did at
the beginning."
Indeed Edwards has shown some
improvement in the most recent
games. Against Pittsburgh last Tuesday, Edwards helped the Eagles work
their way back from an early 13 point
deficit to eventually take a brief lead
in the second half.
The freshman guard canned a
total of nine points including two
three pointers that helped spark the
Boston College rally.
Then Saturday night against St.
Johns, he fired in 13 points and saw
27 minutes of playing time. Edwards
also added three more trifectas.
The outside threat of Edwards is
surely a welcome addition, for it
takes some of the constant pressure
off of Barros. Also, when Edwards

-

4

He has now acquired 21 points in
16 games.
Ceglarski praised Heinze following the contest, "He is a winner, he
works so hard, he has great hockey

skills and tremendous desire."
One side-note was the birth of the
wave in Conte forum. Although no
longer original and usually boring,
there was something electric about
the way the fans' energy and
thunderous roars echoed inside of
the Forum. Hopefully this is just the
beginning!

The Eagles celebrate their game tying goal against the Golden Gophers.

and Barros are in the game together,
point guard duties are often given to
the freshman allowing Barros to
roam free without the ball.
\u25a1
Without a doubt though, BC's lack
of inside game once again plagued
them in this week's action. Doug
Able put in solid contributions in
both games against Pitt and St.
John's, yet he isn't getting enough
support.

When the game is on the line,
BC's opponents know they can score
in the post and they pound the ball
down low.
Over the weeks of Big East competition, the Eagles have tried a
variety of defenses; both zone and
man-to-man but
to work.

nothing has seem-

ed

"When it comes right down to it,
we just don't have the size and
bodies to match up inside," noted

head coach O'Brien.

the
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Students, administration have same concerns
Continued from page 12
economic diversity. Campanella
admits that "that's a big fear."
However, he has not seen this happening as of yet. Although the
average family income of students
has risen in past years, he feels
that price has not deterred
students from attending BC

HOUSING
The concern of the students
about housing is simple: there is
just not enough of it. Director of
Housing Bob Capalbo agrees. According to Capalbo, Boston College has the second largest applicant pool in the nation, second only to Stanford University. A total of
15000 students apply to BC, and
94% request housing. There are

garage, and the new student

only 1650 beds available for the
freshman class.
Capalbo is aware that there is a
lack of housing and that the only
solution is to build more. However,
BC's resources are limited, and
there is a great demand on those

center will all be constructed

before any new housing.
Once housing reaches the top
of the list, the next question that
needs to be answered is where
and what kind of housing should

Capalbo said that BC is basically "landlocked"
in that acquiring new real estate is often difficult
due to community relations.
resources, said Capalbo. The first
question to be asked is, what
should be built?
Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella said that new dorms
are not first on the list of building
projects. The new chemistry
building, a second parking

be built. Capalbo said that BC is
basically "landlocked" in that acquiring new real estate is often difficult due to community relations.
High rises can be built, but, said
Capalbo, "Students don't want to
live in them." He feels that
apartment-style housing provides

Their first concert on December
6 was a "wellntended, great suc-

include in the repertoire the 19thcentury work, Dvorak's "Symphony
No. 8," the Mozart Paris Symphony,

Shapiro predicts bright season
Continued from page 9

cess." The orchestra also sponsored
an "All Campus Messiah SingAlong," which Shapiro would like to
make an annual tradition.
The Boston College Symphony
Orchestra will hold its spring concert on April 26. Hampton hopes to

Practicum .
In addition, the Chamber Society
was initiated, "in which we take any
instrumentalists and try to match
them together in small ensemble,"
said Shapiro. Members of this group
receive free passes to the Harvard

Musical Association.
The orchestra meets every Monday night from 7:30 to 9:3opm in the
Conte Forum Band Room, and the
Chamber Music Society practices on
Tuesdays at 4:30 pm in St. Mary's
Chapel on Newton Campus.
The orchestra is conducted by
Director Neal Hampton.
Shapiro says the members are not
"just sitting there and sawing away,"
but "really making music." She
adds, "People improved dramatically."

'?"\u25a0'*

BC
Dramatics Society

HHI

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0>\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0

'

Auditions

and Ives' "The Unanswered Question."
"Things look promising for the
upcoming year," says Shapiro, "but
we're still a new venture, and we
need all the help we can get."

-ax&L.

-
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ficially listed as MU 076 Orchestra

a better environment in which the mines who is awarded housing
student can grow and mature.
and for how long.
It has long been said that the
Any questions about housing,
Mods are a waste of space, and Capalbo states, should be directed
the land upon which they have to his staff, because, "we try very
been built could be put to better hard as a professional staff to reuse by building more conventional main open to student input."
dorms that house more people.
While Capalbo recognizes all this,
he points out that the land is not
Housing's property to do with as
it sees fit. The land could also be
considered for academic or administrative buildings. For the time
being, BC is keeping its options
open.
Until more land is allotted for
new dorms, Housing's objective is
to make the existing facilities as
responsive to student needs as
possible. Capalbo cites fitness
rooms, libraries, music practice
rooms, and increasing the amount
Frank Campanella, Executive
of common space in dorms as imVice President
provements that can be made.
Capalbo feels that the way to
According to all of the adgive the greatest number of peoministrators interviewed, there
ple housing is through the current seems to be a lack of communicathree year plan. He stated that, tion between the administration
while the ultimate goal is to give and the students of BC. The
everyone four years of housing, for survey points to the conclusion
now he would prefer to give more that both parties are concerned
people access to housing for the about the same issues, and want
solutions, but do not realize that
three years. However, it is Admissions, and not Housing, that detertheir goals are mutual.

"'&&
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Women in Words
The Bald Soprano
Fri Jan 27 4-9pm
;

Robsham Theatre

Informational Meeting
Wed

Jan 25 4:30
;
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Hotline gives arts info

THESE
ARTISTS

vS?LOU LI HI Vm-ni
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I Bil JOHN

GIPSY KINGS

The BC arts hot line is a unique
service offered to the Boston College
community and to the public which
highlights various cultural activities
performed on campus.
The hot line has been in service
for four years and is used to
"highlight awareness of what is going on around campus," stated Bunny Doyle, Office Coordinator of

Faculty backs decision
Continued from page 3

ty of the class was first semester
seniors who would not want to take

students had to turn in a 2700 word
paper by January 18 on material that
was covered in the class.

an additional class their second

CS/LP

$6.88;

CO $10.88

I MSB
CS/LP

s

$6.88;

CD $10.88

I

Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other

CS/LP

$6.88; CD $12.88

CS/LP $6.88; CD $12.88

t^lß
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yd///

J/lm
/// 11 'K
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HP

Others
claimed
"Pass/Fail" classes provided no
motivation to study and did not look
good on a transcript.
semester.

Any student who did not wish to
do this could either withdraw from
Dean Gips stated that he had ofthe course in the usual manner or
drop it with no mention of the class fered to write letters "To whom it
appearing on the student's may concern," explaining the situa
transcript. Students who elected to tion for any student who desired it.
do this could then take an additional
Some students remained unconcourse the following semester at no vinced of thefairness of it. "I'm not
sure that I got enough out of the class
additional charge.
to say that it really contributed to my
Students complained the majori- major," stated an SOM junior.

na

/

\ytw/f\

V [

11

Robsham Theater.
"The hot line is a source of information for people which includes
arts, music, the humanities, and
theatre. The hot line is not limited to
the theater, but is open to any
cultural activity on campus," Doyle
continued.
To list an event on the hot line
recording, the number to call is
552-4609. To get information rega
ding the various events, the record
ed number is 552-4000.

By EILEEN H. JENNINGS
Heights Assistant to the Editor
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"Ideas are few and far between..."
Blynde Dawg

Heights
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Review

ART
GALLERY
TRYPTICH

DANGEROUS
LIASONS

Arresting Production Exposes Ironies
By JEANNE M HEGNER

STATEMENTS AFTER AN ARREST
UNDER THE IMMORALITY ACT. A
flay by Athol Fugard. Directed by Susan
Galbriath of the New Ehrlich Theatre. From
January 1Z to February 19, at The Boston
Center for the Arts, 559 Tremont Street,
Boston. For more information call 482-6316.

Black. White. Black and white.
Problems are supposed to be solved by
choosing between clearly defined
alternatives. Americans see the
problems in South Africa as clearly
defined not only in black and white,
but as black against white. Historically
and politically speaking this is not so.
Apartheid is the legal system of
separation that affects all aspects of life
for South African whites, blacks, and
coloureds (those who are neither black
nor white). One of the laws contained
within this system of apartheid is the
Immorality act of 1927. This act
prohibits blacks (or coloureds) from
having sexual relations with whites
(including but not limited to marriage).
The law was not repealed until 1985.
The premise of Statements After an
Arrest is foreign to an American
audience. The irony of Fugard s script
is more apparent in its original
portrayal of a relationship between a
white woman and a coloured man.
The first casting decision made by the
Performance Ensemble, hov/ever, was to
make the male black, this way the
distinction between the two characters
is evident.
This play is intensely political and is
presented as such. The theater lobby
contains information on the South
African situation along with poetry
and slides from the people of South
Africa.
It seems that this particular play was
chosen to communicate the ironies
inherent in apartheid by showing the
unfairness of its laws, such as the
Immorality Act. The show succeeds at
this level.
;

The set is minimal and effective. The
bare stage, broken by a blanket and a
chair, is backed by a white cyclorama
with a door and windows implied by
lighting. The lighting designed by Petei
Waldron, was subtle and beautiful
throughout the production.
The first 45 minutes of the show are
performed in darkness. Only the
moonlight from the windows allows
the audience to see the skin of the two
lovers, Errol Philander (Stephen Burrell)
and Frieda Joubert (Maggie Steig). Both
are nude. Pictures of the two (by
Stephen Stone) are projected onto the
cyclorama, a beautiful effect.
The danger in the situation is not
obvious at first. The audience hears
two lovers talking in the dark about
normal things that lovers talk about.
As the conversation continues it is
obvious the two are afraid of being
caught. She is a librarian who is
risking her career by lending books to
him, a school principal. They profess
their love to each other simply,
without concern about the color of the
other, but with fear for the
consequences if discovered.
A third character, Detective Sergeant
J. duPreez (Tom Foley) represents the
law's inability to understand human
feelings and allows the audience to see
how the system misrepresents its
citizens.

The performances are admirable. Steig
does not seem to possess the range
necessary for the emotional swing that
Joubert undergoes. She performs well,
but not exceptionally. Burrell is very
good in his portrayal of a very
intelligent and loving man. His
confusion after the arrest is wonderful.
Foley is the weakest link in the chain
with strained physicalization and

questionable

motivation.

One of the problems of presenting
Fugard in America is that we do not
understand the subtleties present in
apartheid. Fugard is not a particularly
good source for change in this country.
In South Africa the discrimination is

Andanzas Anticipated
By AIMEE WALSH
Heights Assistant Review Editor

;

Andanzas, an ensemble known for

its
is

Indian and Spanish style folk ballads
coming to Boston College on January
27. Andanzas is a Spanish word
meaning wanderings. The ensemble
has been referred to as "a musical
odyssey traveling across the lands and
cultures of Latin America." The band's
rhythms range from Bolivian Carnival
tunes to Venezuelan lullabies and
Caribbean dances.
Andanzas has been performing since
1982 in both the United States and the
Caribbean. The Museum of Fine Arts
in Boston recalls "the beautiful sounds
of Andanzas were a highlight of our
concert season."
The group is comprised of three
artists who play a variety of authentic
instruments. Miguel Ulises Jimenez,
flutist guitarist and composer is from
;

;

Cochambamba Bolivia. Cynthia PriceGlyn of the Boston Conservatory
faculty, plays the harp. Price-Glyn is
also the solo Harpist with the Boston
Ballet. Alan Del Castillo who grew up
in Puerto Pico contributes his talents as
a singer, flutist and guitarist.
The instruments themselves have
mythological histories. The Quena is a
cane flute which accompanied ancient
Inca rites. The Samponam pan pipes
were thought to carry the god s breath.
The Ocanna a pre- Colombian clay
flute employed by the group varies in
size and tone. The harp is a South
American instrument and is used to
play Latin Chamber music.
The Jamaica Plain Arts News said
Adanzas "combines the soul and
energy of Latin American music with
the refinement of western classical
technique." The diverse qualities of
Adanzas7 music satisfies varying tastes
and preferences.
;

;

Stephen Burrell and Maggie Steig in Statements after an Arrest
dictated by law and enforced. In
focused on racism. The company deals
America it is prohibited by law and
regularly with social issues. They will
enacted through misunderstanding and be presenting an original work,
Opening Doors?Work Against Racism,
prejudice. His work is poetry about
politics.
on February 7 ; 9, 14 and 16. This
The Performers Ensemble is at the
production would seem to be more
New Ehrlich for a Co-Production
appropriate to achieving their goal of
ocial awareness.
Consortium. Their six weeks there are
;

Due to the desertion of The Review Section by Review Editor
Aileen Park and Assistant Review Editor, New Mexican,
Frank Campbell, (both in pursuit of academic stimulation
overseas this semester, certainly, on one account, to the
relief of various members of the BC theatre community)
we have been permitted to rise in rank at The Heights from
our positions as contributors to editors. Although the
talents and companionship of our predecessors will be sorely missed we look forward to our opportunities to become
more involved with local arts-happenings. As we work
to keep our readers informed of such events we hope they
will reciprocate by assuring us of their own existence, we
are aware of the movement to resurrect Dear John, but have
no intentions or desires to do so during our reign. We are,
however, open to other creative ideas or requests for the
section ana will welcome them in McElroy 113.Adrienne & Aimee
;

;
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By TAMARA HLADIK

DANGEROUS LIASONS. A new film by
Stephen Frears. Written by Cristopher
Hampton, adapted from the novel Les
Liasons Dangereuses by Choderhs De
Laclos. Produced by Norma Heyman and
Hank Moonjean. Starring Glenn Close, John
Malkovich and Michelle Pfeiffer.

Not a film about either ends or
means. In director Stephen Frear's
Dangerous Liasons, the two are
hopelessly interbred and conmingled.
All desire and motive blanches
impotent before those of its two
premier emotional pupeteers the
Marquise de Merteuil (Glenn Close)
and the Vicomte de Valmont (John
Malkovich). In this magnificent
tapestry of deceit and revenge, purpose
and design become obsolete when
patterns of virtue and desire are
savagely altered through gratification to
utter meaninglessness. The means
mean nothing when the ends are
purposeless.
A fearful union of knowledge,
experience, and sybaritic dimension, the
Marquise plans revenge on an ex-lover,
the Comte de Bastide, by asking the
Vicomte to seduce the Comtek
convent-reared fiancee. However, the
Vicomte deems this beneath his
reputation as a rake, and instead has set
his sights on a conquest sure to crown
him with illicit prestige: the seduction
of the faithful and religious bourgeois
Madame de Tourvel (Michelle Pfeiffer).
Only subtly alluded to in the film,
this is a representative conflict between
the aristocratic tradition of marraige as
a political and financial institution, and
the new bourgeois notion of marriage
as a romantic one. The staggering
;

;

Glenn Close and John Malkovich in Dangerous Liasons

power and wealth of the aristocracy, its
presumptuousness, sweeps everything
before it though, and a prestigious
demesne without limits nurtures
individuals who can only suceed in the
mismanagement of their lives, and
power.
;

Morality is not an issue, it is merely
a player ; and a secondary one at that,
to licentiousness, both of which are
subject to the same downfall as the
unfeelingness and unrestraint of the
Marquise and the Vicomte infect those
around them. The result is a diaspora

Notes From a Fearful Jesuit
Translated by TS Lemire
(the following cxcetjrt is pom a diary recently
discovered'm the basement of Bapst Library,
h dates from ifH, pom the hand of a young
BC student of English literature and theology,
With the keif and fmmmston of University
library Services, seMied entries have been
translated pom the Latin in which they were
composed, and are jmnted here for the first
time.)

12.13.11. SXS. A.M.D.G.
I, Stephen Xavier Schroth, your
brother In Christ, student and servant,
found myself walking towards Gasson
Tower, alone, in the twilight of the
dying day, when all at once the sky
before rue was suffused with the color
of fiery chestnut, and the clouds moved
like diverging waves. Above them a
sonorous voice said, "Write what you
now see, and understand the signs that
are foretold to you." At once I fell to
my knees in fear, while trying to find
my fountain pen and something to
Write on.
Before me

appeared one like the Son
of Man, appareled in an ankle-length
robe, with a sash of gold about his
breast, Which all looked very smart.
With his left hand he parted the skies
and said, "Behold!"
1 then saw in the distant skyscape a
vision of a multitudinous crowd,

numbering one hundred and forty four
thousand. They were assembled in a
large arena, while a game was played
out on a field below them. The crowd
rejoiced and cheered and yahooed
verily, and all were full of the spirit of
the game.
"Do you know who these people
are?" the angel asked me.
I fell silent before'the angel, with
great fear and gnashing of teeth.
"Come on, come on" he said.
"I confess, O angel, I do not know"

Smacking his forehead with his
palm, the angel pointed to the two
crowds, each on one side of the field.
"Behold the students and alumni of
the two sister schools, Boston College
and Holy Cross. They are brought
together in ah annual game of football,
for they are united in an age-old
rivalry, and are bonded by a common
Jesuit tradition. They represent the
stronghold of Catholic education in
Massachussetts."
"There is great excitement in the
game, for students of all creed, color,
sex and politic, every tribe from the
community of each school, may
partake on its spirit, and so recognize
in each other the familial bond of the
Jesuit school, dedicated to liberal arts
and excellence."
I nodded, scribbling furiously on the

endpages of my copy of Summa
Theologica.
"But behold" said the angel," a time
will come when it is decided to erase
this tradition, in favor of a league
status invented by men. What God has
joined in the common heritage of the
two schools, man will divide. Over
time, Harvard will have Yale, Army
will have Navy but alas, Boston
College will have no such rival. The
spirit that united the two universities
will be. gone, and a generation of BC
students to come, never learning their
relation to their sister, Holy Cross.
There will be no pre-game pranks, no
continuing tradition, only emptiness
and loss of spirit."
"Could we not then have an
exhibition game with Holy Cross," I
asked, "to keep the tradition alive?"
"Don't interrupt," said the angel.

"Write"
"You wouldn't happen to have a pen,
would you?" I asked him. "I seem to
be running out of ink."

angel became angry; "Of
At this
course!don't- do you see any pockets
.in this sash?" \u25a0
"Sorry" said I.
"There will be those who will say
that the rivalry is fruidess, that Boston
College will always beat Holy Cross..."
"But Boston College mH always beat
Holy Cross," 1 said.
"Do not listen to these evil men!
They do not see the importance of
spirit and tradition, and cannot
appreciate the thrill of competition,
that one year Holy Cross just might
pull it oft. Besides, check out the
Cross' record in 1987 and 1988."
1 looked into the future, and was
amazed, seeing the records of both
schools. "The man named Bicknell has
a good team-- I see they beat Army
the

overseas."
I had a little hand

that," the angel
confided. "There was a lot of praying
going on. ßut beware the loss of your
spirit, you student of BC, when, in
your future, much is your building, but
not the House of God; when you
spend millions on a new field, but
nothing on housing tradition there. It
will be lost, that which united you
throughout history with your brethren
in Worcester. You are a university of
learning, tied to the universities that
surround you. Do not become a
country club with exclusive
membership unto your own."
"Unto your own," I repeated,
writing.
"More shall be revealed to you,
Stephen Xavier Schroth, shadows of
things in your alma mater's future.
Prepare ye their coming"
"1 will/' said I, rejoicing on my
knees. "Ad majorem dei gloriam!"
"Yeah, terrific/' said the angel. "Next
in

v

tirne> stick a crowbar into your wallet
and buy yourself a pad."

of emotion for all involved, including
the audience.
The film travels well through time.
The modern eye adjusts early to the
sights of powdered bosoms and
volumious folds of moire embroidered
waistcoats and perukes. People want to
infinitely identify with all of that
which is above and beyond them; the
bourgeois has always been a failed and
frustrated aristocracy. And the
;

audiences of today have no problems
couturing themselves with the
habiliments of privilege and
cinemascope-scale passions. For those
afeared that this is not but a mote of a
period piece, tremble not. It is utterly
sadly contemporary.
Close reigns doubly as master
manipulator and actor. Malkovich has
voluptuous humor and an unnerving
fathomlessness. Pfeiffer is overshadowed
by the reactive demands of her
character, but her performance is
decidedly proactive. Entirely and evenly
weighted, the focus on passion is
unblinking and credible. Other aspects
of pre- revolutionary French culture are
not neglected as much as they are
alluded to taken for granted, and are
enough of a worldly backdrop to draw
the passion and intrigue to scale. Easily
a film of this nature could have slipped
out of focus could have seemed
mundanely gratuitous, but the
7
emotions of Frears thespian troika
empower, and do not overpower. Frears,
is fearsome.
;

;
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Art Around Town...

Bewitching Bodyharp
By ROBERT PIAZZA

Without having knowlege of Modest
Petrovich Moussorgsky s biography, one
can only be puzzled by Schwartz's
depiction of a resigned, fatalistic and
supercilious facial expression in
Dodecaphonic Trisleadecaphobe (No. I).
When viewing Beecham and Toscanini,
one surely cannot appreciate Beecham's
contemptuous stare if ignorant of the
bitter rivalry between the two
conductors.
;

BODyHARP: RECENT PAINTINGS By
HENRy SCHWARTZ. Now through
January 18, at the Gallery NAGA, 67
Newbury Strut, Boston.
Henry Schwartz's twelve paintings at
the Gallery Naga depict one subject;
European cultural history between 1838
and 1948. The paintings expose the
way Europe's virtuoso accomplishments
in literature, philosophy, art, and,
especially, musical composition during
that time led ironically, to the World
War II Holocaust.
The subject matter is original,
profound, and debatable. Henry
Schwartz's manner of depiction,
however, is extremely esoteric and,
therefore, pleases only a small, elite
group. One must recognize late
nineteenth/early twentieth century
classical composers and conductors, be
familiar with their music, and know
their biographies to completely
understand the meanings that
Schwartz's paintings convey.
Every painting in the exhibit alludes
to the music and lifestyle of classical
composers by including their portraits.
If one does not know that Robert
Schumann died of syphilis, one may
not infer the significance of Schwartz's
Bodyharp II: Homage to Robert Schumann:
Escape From The Planet Of The Flesh
(1988). In that piece a scrawny,
contorted, strained, nude male figure
vaporizes away from a conglomeration
of nude female body parts.

Strauss, Schoenberg, Moussorgsky,
Scriabin, Duncan, Stravinsky,
Tchaikovsky, Mozart, Schubert,
Beethoven, Wagner, and Mahler are

just a few of the artists that Schwartz
explicitly portrays. Gallery NAGA
concedes that Schwartz's work is
esoteric for they, perhaps feeling
sympathy for the typical observer,
provide a list of the many historical
figures that Schwartz's paintings
represent. Thorough comprehension
and, thus, true enjoyment of
Schwartz's work requires very
particular scholarly knowledge.

While only members of that elite
group will truly enjoy the paintings'
significances, anyone should appreciace
their aesthetic forms. The artist
concentrates on super-realistic detail and
demonstrates masterful ability to paint
a face full of emotional expression. His
sexually flagrant women, anguished,
depraved men and sullen dark-greens,
cold blues, and blood reds make
Vienna Blood: Dirty Dancing on the Danube by Henry Schwartz
Schwartz's paintings, as a group,
unsettling and disturbing.

Teutonic Kulturfest

Manx and Dad, Martha's Vineyard, MA by Mircaela Garzoni

BY BRIAN ANDERSON

Blum's lithographs match

THE BiNATIONAL GERMAN ART OF
THE LATE 80s. Open through January 19,
at the Institute of Contemporary Art, 955
Boylston Street, Boston. For information call

166-5151.

By MICHELLE VALIER

I here are no remarkabiy bad photos
but few really stand out as being
worthy to honor photography's 150th
anniversary. Three of the group appear
suited to hang on the gallery walls, but
the rest belong in someone's photo
album, or in a poster store. Very few
seemed to hold significant meaning,and
the three that succeeded did so because
of the photographer's emotion or the
work's statement about society.
Micaela Garzoni's "Maru and Dad,
Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts,
1985" was fun to look at and brought
back fond memories of childhood.
Diane Keaton's untitled, 1983 is a work
of sheer brilliancy, as is Tracey Stover's
untitled, 1984; but they are swamped
by the unrelenting averageness of their
neighbors.
Unless you have an insatiable desire
to gaze upon these three works or the
few others that merit a step above the
family album DON'T GO. Nothing
will have changed in your life except
the height of the sun in the sky.
;

NEW PORTRAITURE. From January 18
through March 4, at the Clarence Kennedy
Gallery, 770 Main Street, Cambridge. For
mformation call 5775177.

Showing in Cambridge is a
photography exhibition of work by
contemporary photographers using

Polaroid film. The exhibit is in honor
of the 150th anniversary of the
invention of photography.
The Clarence Kennedy Gallery is
open to the public Tuesday through
Saturday from 11:00 am until 5:00 pm
but the walk from the T-stop is long
and the photos aren't anything to jump
up and down about.
I don't exactly feel as if I have wasted
my time in attending the display
because there are a few good photos
but I don't recommend going if you
can find anything else to do, like read a
good book.
;

;

;

;

The BiNATIONAL exhibition, an
elaborate and ambitious multiinstitutional undertaking will be
concluding its Boston run January 29th
at both the Museum of Fine Arts and
the Institute of Contemporary Art. The
exhibition has featured work by
American and German contemporary
artists at the forefront of the art scenes
of their respective countries. The
current focus at the ICA German Art of
the Late 80's, testifies to the fertility
challenge and intelligence of this
relatively young group of artists, most
of whom are between the ages of 25
and 35.
The most impressive work on display
at the ICA at least for this viewer, was
that of Werner Buttner. A large,
multiple canvas oil on linen painting
entitled The Rusted Sky intimated the
pagan, or even the pre-historic: an
animistic attempt to dispel the horrors
of the 20th century. This archaic tone
was also sounded by Buttner's series of
sculptures. Carved in wood, each on its
own pedestal, these human figures
inspired by African colonial art seemed
warnings- harbringers, perhaps, of an
increasingly dangerous world. They
terrified me in their sarcasm and anger.
The primitive echoings of Buttner
were mirrored by Bruno K/s mixed
media which traced the symbolism of
power and domination from prehistory
(animal furs) to the present (an iron
cross, and strage, foreboding machinic
settings.
forms). This engagement with political
matters runs as a subcurrent throughout
the exhibition.
Heiner Blum, Albert Oehlen, Jorg
Immendorff, even Harald Kiingelholler
in an oblique way, all touch upon the
social in an effort to, if not transform
it, at least transform the way we see it.
-

Shabby Sesquicentennial

reproductions of soldier's in battle with
names from the New Testament,
merging perpetrator and victim into a
generalized systemic victimization.
Oehlen's rough angry paintings, in
garish yellow and toxic purple speak to
us figuratively of a decaying political
reality overloaded with information,
chaos and confusion.
ImmendorfPs equally abrasive
paintings satirize political leaders and
the institutionalization of art bearing
desperate witness to the breakdown of
consensus and community
In Klingelholler's cardboard, glass and
wood sculptures we see what could be
a new geometry of the city:
unreadable, reflective, inhuman.
Only Manfred Stumpfs elegent,
sparse line drawings initially resisted
this political interpretation. Almost
ascetic in their simplicity they confront
the viewer with loneliness,
renunciation and silence. A new
monasticism and self discipline as an
answer to the problems and criticism
raised by the other German artists in
this exhibition? It's almost as if Stumpf
is telling us that the only way we can
escape the devestations and nihilism of
the present is to return to St.
Augustine, even with a secularized eye
to reinteriorize ourselves in meditation
and quietude.
The BiNATIONAL should certainly be
seen before it closes next week by
anyone interested in contemporary art.
The exhibit addresses the role of the
artist in society, the critical function of
art, and the formal language of art
while displaying a brilliant cross-section
of Germany's finest contemporary
artists in superb lighting and effective

;

-

;
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African Roots Unearthed
The drama is set in colonial Atrica
modeled after 1952 Kenya. The lead
Tshembe Matoseh (Tony Todd) is
caught in a struggle between his
Christian duty and ancestral loyalty.
The character has been termed a
"warrior intellectual" by critic Robert
Grant for his attempts to balance the
contradicting devotions. It is interesting
to see which path Tsheme chooses.

By STEPHANIE ROSANELLI
\u25a0LES BLANCS. A play by Lorraine
Hansberry. Directed by Harold Scott of the
Huntington Theatre Company. From January
13 to February 3, at the Boston University
Theatre, 264 Huntington Avenue, Poston. For
more

call

information

;

;

;

266-3913.

Les Planes, a powerful and inspiring
epic and drama, is both informing and
entertaining. The play pulls up its
author's deep roots and feelings toward
the violent conflicts between
colonialism and independence in
Africa. Les Plane's most powerful aspect
is the way in which the personal
dilemma of both blacks and whites are
portrayed. Not only is one made aware
of the rape of the African soil and
murders of it's people but also of the
inner turmoil experienced by an
American journalist caught in the
crossfire.
I highly recommend Les Planes for its
captivating subject and for its
professional and personable actors.
Among the talented actors is Evelyn
Thomas, who appears before the first
act and again as "the Woman."
Dressed in her tribal clothing she
performs a most incredible and aweinspiring traditional dance. Her body
and the rhythmic beat of the African
drums flow together and create an
excitingly beautiful opening to the play
Once the curtain opens, there is a
consistent pattern and flow to the
production. It is well put together and
executed. Les Planes is a play one could
watch countless times and derive new
meanings.

The actor Tony Todd has also
appeared in No Place To Be Somebody,
Platoon, 84 Charing Cross Road, and 21
Jump Street.
Another of the cast s well-known
actors, Lilia Skala who appears as
Madame Neilson, was nominated for
an Academy Award and Golden Globe
Award for her performance in the film
Lilies of the Fields. Skala has also
appeared in Call Me Madam, The Diary
of Anne Frank, Ship of Fools, and
Flashdance.
In an exchange between characters
Tsheme and the American journalist
Charlie Morris (Phillip Clark), the
plight of Africa is discussed as both
smoke American cigarettes. Tsheme's
poignant remark "the rape of a country
does not dissolve in cigarette smoke"
manages to express the varying degrees
of passion felt by rivaling factions.
I was thoroughly impressed with Les
Planes and find it to be one of the best
plays I have ever seen. For those
interested in a play with meaning
excellent acting and excitement Z.es
Planes is a must see.
;

;

;

Untitled
By TAMARA HLADIK

kinder and gentler Euphemism for
blinder and more forgetful.
Applies to environment
minorities, fiscal policy. See
campaign promises.
-

At the onset of this '89, it might be
necessary for some elucidation. Familiar
words and phrases have mutated 7 and
might turn on the unwary citizen. In order
to protect and preserve the good, common
Eolk some of these mutations have been
investigated and catalogued, and are
indexed here for the potentially wary.

Roe

vs.

;

Wade Proposed clay pigeon in a
Bush administration-sponsored
skeet shoot.
-

the Right Misleading moniker for the
Suspicious. See The Observer.
-

taxes

-

Bourgeois emulsifying agent. A
pound of cure. See campaign
promises.

the Left Road closed. Four-year detour.
Refer the leftward-leaning to the
Reluctant Conservatives.
-

campaign promises Collectable item the
value of which rests only with
-

;

nostalgia/neuralgia. Comparable
in worth to old clips of David
Hasselhoff in Knight Rider.

deficit Baton/hand grenade in the political
and financial arena.
-

money

inaugural ball

party celebrating a party
over a party.
-

-

More and more, merely a

conversation piece.
;

-

;

Barbara Bush A smart lady who should
know better.

bears and bulls A child's game identical
to chutes and ladders.
-

;

Donald Trump The man reputed to
possess, besides the blondest
woman, the biggest, longest,
widest of most everything and
the one to go to to borrow a cup
of ego. Should run against Leona
Helmsley in the next election.
-

-

Nancy Reagan A smart lady who did
know better.
-

Ronald Reagan One for whom 7 when
the loops closed up it was better
not to know at all.
-

;

liberal The snipe
red herring.
-

in a snipe hunt. See

red herring Formerly any Soviet overture.
Now less exclusively defined. See
-

campaign promises.

Jock Stop

By SUSANNAH EVANS

Sports Depot. American cuisine at 353
Cambridge St., Allston.
seven days. For information call 785-2300.
Do you like sports? Do you like
meat? If so then you should give the
Sports Depot a try; it's the "ultimate
bar and grill/ 7
The Sports Depot was formerly the
Allston Depot on the corner of
Cambridge St. and Harvard Ave. They
offer a wide range of dishes, steaks and
hamburgers, being the preferred choices.
Fish chicken, salads and Mexican
plates are available, but they do not
meet the quality level of the hearty
sandwiches and the prime rib entrees.
The Kansas City Reuben would be a
good choice from the sandwich section,
after all Kansas City is the beef capitol
of the country, not to mention a hub
for excellent jazz and blues; [that's
Kansas City, Missouri...not Kansas
City, Kansas].
The Depot also serves a great bowl
of chili as well as a special dessert
called the Toll House Pie. It is a Toll
House brownie served warm, and
topped with vanilla ice cream and
whipped cream.
Other sections of the extensive menu
include liquored coffees, specialty
drinks and "B.A.D.D Cocktails"
[Business Against Drunk Driving]. \u25a0
Monday through Friday of each week,
;

Paul Volker The Colbert of his age soon
to be a major icon.
-

George Bush a) pre-election: the
Huckleberry Hound of the
political scene; b) post-election:
four-year impresario intern
prepared to promote lip-reading a
mysterious thousand points of
light (are they UFOs? Better ask
Whitney Streiber. What's George's
sign, anyway? Better ask Nancy.)
and other fun catch- phrases for
the history books.

Tony Todd and Jeffrey Wright in Les Blancs

Leona Helmsley Patron saint of orderly
hotel rooms and the darling of
Fieldcrest, Wamsutta, and 1014
felons. Much needed for foreign
negotiations and international
parleying. Does this arms-forhostages deal look o.k. to you? It
doesn't to Leona.
-

;

the Sports Depot has free appetizers
from 4pm until 6pm; and on Saturdays
and Sundays they offer a brunch menu.
The resataurant itself is large and
spacious. There are three full bars
plenty of tables and over 15 television
sets which air various sporting events.
There are sports magazines and
newspapers at one's disposal as well as
a computerized information board
giving updates and trivia.
During the week, the crowd
generally ranges in age from late 20 s
to late 30 s, but on Friday and Saturday
nights, the Depot gets packed.
Entrees start at approximately six
dollars and escalate to roughly eighteen
for a choice cut of meat. The service is
friendly and attentive, yet relaxed at
the same time. Our waiter, Doug was
;

;

;

great.

This bar/restaurant is recommended
the sports fan, especially the one
who enjoys his or her carnivorous
nature. Those who do not eat meat
will not be at a total loss, nonetheless,
this is not a vegetarian's delight. To all
you K.C. folk out here in BC land, the
Sports Depot isn t a "Jimmy and
Mary's" or a "Jess and Jim's7 as far as
fine grade red meat is concerned, but it
certainly comes close.
to

;

'*

*[it would seem that the appropriate

denomination for most Kansas City
meatmen is a derivative of the name
James]
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you Liberal Arts graduates
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You've learned how to distinguish between Ulysses
(highly intelligent, but devious) and Hercules (full of
drive, but no gray matter).
You can appreciate the differences between George
Washington and Benedict Arnold. You know why
Othello messed it all up, why Henry V got the girl and
the money.
In short, you have a solid understanding of Homo
sapiens: You know what kind of animal he is, and
whether he's likely to succeed or not. You know about
square pegs in round holes.
So why don't you join us. We're a New York management recruiting firm. The book says you've got to
be extremely ambitious, highly motivated, enterprising, assertive and articulate?with impressive interpersonal skills. Not too liberal. Not too artsy.
Find out more at your placement center. Submit
your resume Feb. 6-10 to interview with us March 14.
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B.Cs OTHER EAGLES
Eagle Snacks. Everybody loves them.
©1989 Eagle Snacks, Inc., one of the Anheuser-Busch Companies, St. Louis, MO 63118

"Available in Main Campus Bookstore."
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Blotter... Blotter... Blotter...
Tuesday, January 17
11:53am Resident student comes to
Headquarters and files a report of a
past larceny from a Modular Apt.

from Edmond's Hall while the officers were towing vehicles.

-

I:2Bpm While on routine patrol an
officer is advised of a distraught
female. Party is known to the department and located.
-

10:06am Officer responds to Conte Forum and takes a report of a past
larceny from a motor vehicle. Stolen
was a permit.
-

12:00pm Officer files a report on
-

a towed motor vehicle.

arrival Newton Rescue was called
and the party was treated for a head
injury sustained when he fell down
the stairs and then transported to St.
Elizabeth's.
12:39 pm Officer responds to the
Sports Complex on a report of an ill
party. Victim was transported to the
Clinic for treatment.
-

BC Karate Club
Accepting New Members beginning
January 25

Club meets: Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday from 4-6 pm at Roberts
Center. No experience necessary.

I:s2pm Officer responds to Quincy Road and takes neighborhood
-

3:3lpm An officer responds to
O'Neill Library and take a report of
a past larceny. Stolen was U.S.
-

Officer responds to the
Mods and takes a report of past
larceny. Stolen was jewelry.
I:3spm

-

currency.

I:3spm Report is filed on a bike
lock that was cut because the bike
was blocking a handicap ramp.
-

4:3Bpm An officer responds to the
Sports Complex and takes a report
of a larceny. Stolen was a pair of
-

boots.

3:52pm Cruiser responds to Blue
Hill Ave. in Boston to pick up a
prisoner arrested on a BC warrant
by the Governor's Auto Theft Strike
Force.
-

7:lopm While on detail an officer
-

confiscates alcohol from a student.
10:25pm While on detail an officer

complaint.

5:23pm Officer responds to Ed-

mond's Hall and takes a larceny
report. Stolen was a suitcase.
7:22pm Boston Fire and officers
respond to an alarm of fire at Walsh
Hall. Investigation found that a
smoke detector was activated.
-

The Student Admissions Program
invites you to its
GENERAL MEETING

Report filed on a police
service, other agency assist.
7:44pm

-

-

confiscates alcohol from a student.

7:3lpm Boston Fire and officers res-

11:23pm An officer responds to Ed-

pond to Walsh Hall for an alarm of
fire. Investigation found that a smoke
detector was activated for no cause.

-

mond's Hall and takes into custody
a keg of beer found by an RA.
11:47pm Newton Fire and officers
-

respond to an alarm of fire at
Hillsides B. Investigationfound that
a smoke detector had been activated. While officers were at the
scene a keg of beer was also
confiscated.

-

9:l4pm

EMT Officers respond to
Medeiros Hall on a report of an ill
party. Upon arrival the victim was
transported to the Infirmary for treatment of possible food poisoning.

the wall

12:58am Student arrived at Headquarters complaining of an illness.
An EMT Officer was called and the
-

victim was surveyed and transported
to the Infirmary for treatment of an

unknown illness.
I:2oam Officers respond to the
Commuter Lot on a report of a person down on the ground. Upon arrival the person was found to be an
i ntoxicated student.
-

2:44am An officer files a report on
damage to a motor vehicle that was
-

caused by beer bottles being thrown

-

Thursday, January 19
2:39am-While on routine patrol officer finds suspicious persons in the
Foster St. Lot. Parties were identified
and escorted from the area.
B:4Bam Officer files a report on a
police service.
-

10:09am Officers respond to the
stairs on the side of O'Neill Library
on a report of an injured party. Upon
-

-

Auxiliary Officers in Edmond's Hall file a report on students
who refuse to follow dorm security.

9:26pm-While on routine patrol officers observe a keg of beer being
carried into Walsh Hall. Parties
observed the police and dropped
the keg and fled the area. Keg was
transported to Headquarters for
safekeeping.
9:3lpm

Wednesday, January 18

Auxiliary Officers in
Hillsides C&D file a report on
students who refuse to follow dorm
security.

B:l7pm

-

10:28pm Officer responds to Gonzaga Hall on a report of a problem
on the first floor. Investigationfound
that an unknown party tore a sink off

1

*Monday January 23

%

;

6:30 pm

Robsham Theater

TONIGHT!

-

11:15pm-Auxiliary Officers in Walsh
Hall file a report on students who
refuse to follow dorm security.
11:21pm Officers respond to Walsh
Hall on a report of a suspicious person. Upon arrival the party was identified and escorted from campus.

See the Eagle s Eye
for more details
;

-

Friday, January 20
1:00 Report filed on police service
-

2:lBam

-

Officers respond

to 110

Commonwealth Ave. on a report of
residents yelling out the window
harassing people. Room identified.

Half Of
This^ear's
Medical School
Class GotThere
With Our Help.

ON FEBRUARY 27th BC

TAKES
OFF
7 NIGHTS HOTEL/AIR/TRANSFERS
NO HIDDEN COSTS!
FROM BOSTON/STAY AT THE BEST HOTELS

Buy with confidence. Buy your vacation from Filene's basement.

JAMAICA
MONTEGO BAY
or NEGRIL

A/
\
u
25a0
from

>|

f\

*7*t*tv7

Sat. night dep.

+

i2

BAHAMAS

At Deluxe Beachfront

Nassau Beach
Fri. night dep. from
Hotel

,

(jk|
Q
VXV

+

10

PUERTO LA CRUZ
Suites at Beachfront

Doral Beach Hotel
Sunday dep.

+17

from

OANOUN

Beachfront
Ist Class Hotel
Sat, night dep.

\u25a0

from

CKft Q
?

+17

Al prices are per parson Quad occupancy and ace plus $10-17 departure taxes. Hotai taxas and arport tranfars in
your destination are included. Cancelation penalties apply and al passengers must sign Tour Operate Par bcpjn!
Agreement Subject to change, space is Imiled. Double occupancy slightly higher,

OPEN TODAY
10 Locations in
New England

L

JkTHE

fcfVTyVCATIOLM
> OUTLET

Guaranteed Reservations!
Guaranteed Low Prices!

For Information or to Book call

?
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New York City

Seattle

$99roundtrip

f
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Fort Lauderdale
$99 roundtrip

Boston

$99 roundtrip

rH i
i

$99 roundtrip

Chicago

Denver

$99 roundtrip
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Phoenix

$99roundtrip

$99 roundtrip
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Los Angeles

San Francisco
$99 roundtrip

$99 roundtrip

$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express® Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyforfull-time
students who carry the American Express Card.
Travel privileges that offer:
Two $99 roundtrip tickets?fly to any of
c^es serve(* Northe more tnan
NORTHWEST west
in l^e cont 'S uous 48 United States.
Al RLI N ES
On'y one ticket may be used per sixLOOK TO US
month period.
Special QuarterlyNorthwestDestination Discounts
throughout 1989-up to 25% off the lowest available fare,
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
free travel program ?where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada.
'

And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express,
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines

tickets with the Card*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
''WWsKW^snsmM*^.
you can qualify now
:^^^^^^^^^^B|
while you're still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
?for less.

|j

jjj

sIBHIBhIVHI
11

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

\u25a0

An

RELATED

rpowi/-pr

American Express company

*Some restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current studentCardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the mail.
©
1989 American Express Travel Related .ServicesCompany, Inc.
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Help Wanted

FULL / PART TIME
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
WAITERSAVAITRESSES, HOST/
HOSTESSES, RETAIL STORE HELP
Apply in person between 2 and 6
daily. GRAZIE- 287 WASHINGTON
ST. On Newton Corner T Stop.
Child Care: 11 mo., minutes from
campus, minimal hrs. Mon
TO:30-12:30am, Tues. 8:15-11:30am,
addtl. available. $6/hr, ASAP call
-

965-7305.

WANTED GRANDMOTHER'S
HELPER- $100 reward for info,
leading to hiring of female student
to help with errands, occasional
meals, light housekeeping. Car and
driver's license required
Salary
commensurate with room and
board arrangement (non live-in student also considered.) Please call
daughter 508-358-6362.
If you are interested in making
money while gaining EXPERIENCE
in the INVESTMENT INDUSTRY
with FLEXIBLE HOURS please call
Donna at 800-325-4161x357 or
229-6700x357.
Go-Getters! Earn $8000 plus next
summer. Own and operate your
own franchise. For more info call
-

CALL TODAY! Work in Newton Room and Board in exchangefor 15
Center's Gourmet Chicken Eatery. hours/wk evening babysitting 2
Work full or part time around your school age children and housework.
school schedule. Fun atmosphere. Easy walk to T 969-1984.
Great Wages. Call Anne at 965-6666
or stop in at 841 Beacon St. Newton Work for PEACE and
JUSTICE in
Center.
CENTRAL AMERICA this semester.
is
evening door-to-door
SUMMER JOBS/ ENTREPRENEURS CASA hiring
canvassers
and
($4O-$BO/night)
Own and operate your own
($7.15/ hr). Call
phonebankers
business this summer and earn over
$5,000 asphalt sealing franchises 492-8699 Pam or Doug.
for college students great resume
APARTMENTS / ROOMMATES
value call Collegiate Sealers, Inc. South St. Sublet Available: Female
for information and application at
roommate needed to live with 3 BC
1-800-635-3391.
students, two-bedroom apartment,
RESORT HOTELS, Cruiselines, reasonable rent, parking availabe,
Airlines, and Amusement Parks, BC bus and T. Call collect
NOW accepting applications for (407)724-9973.
spring and summer jobs, internSERVICES
ships, and careerpositions. For more
information and an application; MACS, MACS, and MORE MACS. If
write National Collegiate Recreation you're looking to sell your MacinService; Po Box 8074; Hilton Head tosh or you need to buy one, look
no farther. Desk Top Performance
SC 29938.
buys and sells used Macs, hard disks,
VP Fitness Consultants Get in shape memory upgrades and peripherals.
for break! Computerized workout Desk
Top Performance guarantees
programs based on level of ability. competitive prices and quality serNutrition consultation. Personal vice. Call 617-247-2470.
training available. Group Rates.
YOUR DREAM JOB:
Much More! For more info call
A First Impression away. Call now for
254-4685.
-

-

-

(508) 543-3706.

M

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons.
Walking distance to BC Please

phone 964-2722.
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WHY HASSLE with typing it
yourself? Quick, professional results
from a Mac for your papers and
reports. Call 558-7820 or 558-9209.

Government Homes from $1.00 "URepair." Also tax delinquent property. Call 805-644-9533 Ext. 438 for
info.

$239.00
DAYTONA BEACH
(quad, occup.). Ten days, Feb. 24
March 5. Transportation and First
Class OCEAN FRONT hotel Spring
Break '89 World Headquarters. Best
location, best hotel, best clubs, best
party. Motorcoach pick up on campus direct to your hotel. Call for info Shawn or Tom at 558-8481 or
call Yankee tours 1-800-942-8890
M-F, 8-6.
The Farwell Center: Psychotherapy
for depression, performance anxiety, sexual orientation and inhibition,
shyness, self-esteem, and personal
relationships. Affordable, reasonable
fees. 1101 Beacon St. 277-2299.
Resumes Typeset $25-30. Various
type styles available. Fast service.
Compare our typesetting prices to
printers. Call J&C Typesetting in
Brookline 731-5238.

SPRING BREAK
BREAK TO THE SUN
in the
Remodeled Cancun
Sunny Bahamas
Exotic Acapulco
CHEAPLY & SAFELY
for info call:
Stephanie at 730-9815

-

-

-

-

-

SPRING BREAK
Jamaica, Cancun, Bermuda, Florida,
Bahamas from $189-$399. Call
783-2948 Chris or 558-8943 Jen &
Laurie
The Lesbian and Gay Community of
Boston College meets weekly Tuesday evening 7:3opm McGuinn 340.
Friends and supporters welcome.
Always confidential. For more information write to LGCBC Box Lll2.

-
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LOVING RELIABLE BABYSITTER
NEEDED approx. one evening a
week for 2 year old girl. Need
references. Own Transp. or live near
Newtonville. 244-9180.
Afternoon Babysitting wanted for 2
yr. old and infant. Walk from law
school. Hours and salary negotiable.

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get
the facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142
Ext. 5882

custom
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Female Wanted for light housework

professionally written and
designed resume at the
lowest price in Boston. FIRST IM227-5001.
PRESSION RESUME
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)udy 332-3821.

RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER
BUSINESS. Gain valuable experience while earning great money.
Last summer's average: $8,000 net
earnings. Positions filling quickly.
Call 1-800-922-5579 ask for Robert
Martwick.
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APARTMENT RENTAL AGENT for
busy Brighton Real Estate Office.
EARN Great money while building
your resume. No experience
necessary. Must have car. Call
739-9030 for more info.

6F
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Needed Brookline Nanny for girl,
syrs, 2-6pm, 3-5 days a week. Experience with children, good
English, references. Near T. Mrs.
Putka 566-0483.
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BABYSITTER Parents need a college
girl for occasional babysitting
weekends in Chestnut Hill home
with 5 year old girl. $5 an hour. Call
327-9838 evenings, ask for Anne.
Babysitter needed for energetic,
happy 1 year old. Some morning
and afternoon hours needed
possibly evenings. Transportation
preferred, not requiiad walking
distance from D line. Salary
negotiable. Call Robin- 965-5262.
?

?

This Spring Break, go Greyhound" instead.

CANCUN

Condo-Resort
Available: Feb.2s-Mar.4
$700.00. Sleeps 4-5
Buy Airfare separately & save
$$. After 6pm: 603-883-2268

$
r

CA For just $59.50 each way, you and your
friends can afford to pile on Greyhound.
Whether it's the beach, the slopes or

your hometown, going Greyhound won't

each way based on round-trip purchase.

Intensive Journal
Workshop I

Life Context
February 4,5
Phone:
IREPM
552-8440

Ciclllip yOUX SiyiC.

EJmAMkavc the driving to us!
10 St.

James Avenue 423-5810
?

and good only for travel on Greyhound and other participating
preseni valid college I D card upon purchase. No other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable
fare each way for destinations less than 600 miles, based on round-trip purchase. Some restrictions apply.
carriers. Not valid in Canada. Greyhound also offers a $49.50
subject to
without notice. © 1989 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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New

campus

literary magazine seeks short
stories, essays, poems, etc. for
early spring publication. All
formats and styles welcome.
Please submit to SPAC,
McElroy 141, by Feb 15th.
(Contact:
Steve
Sauro
558-5824)

SKI RETREAT-The Chaplain's
Office is sponsoring a Ski
Retreat January 28-29. The
cost is $95.00 ($30.00 non-

refundable deposit required
by Monday, Jan. 23) and
includes full-day retreat,
transportation via coach bus,
lodging, two meals, 1-day lift
ticket at Sugarbush
Mountain. Departing
Saturday 7:lsam and
returning Sunday, 9pm. Signup in McElroy 215. For more
information, contact Greg
Zievor x3479.

7-9:3opm Amnesty International Group Meeting, Devlin
12.
7:3opm Evening Prayer,
Manresa House, 188 Beacon St.
Gesuit Community, Stan Fasci,
S.J., 739-0224).

7:30-Bpm
Community
Awareness Meeting, Gasson
207. Sponsored by Society for
Young Victims.
7:30-9pm
Harvard-U.N.
Meeting, O'Neill 256. For the
1.C.8.C/U.N. delegation.

9am-spm United Parcel Ser
vice Employment Oppor-

tunities, McElroy Lobby. Sponsored by the GSA Games Carr,
551-2406).

SOM Student
Photographs, Fulton Hall first
floor. SOM students are asked
to have their pictures taken and
submit them to their facu Ity, so
faculty can learn their names
more quickly. (Assoc. Dean
James Gips).
7-9pm Society for Young Victims General Meeting, Gasson
10am-4pm

Tuesday

x3378).

7:3opm Evening Prayer,
Manresa House, 188 Beacon St.
(Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci,

24

S.J., 739-0224).
Bpm Memorial Mass, St. Ignatius Church. Mass in memory

9am-spm United Parcel Service Employment Opportunities, McElroy Lobby. Sponsored by the GSA (James Carr,
10am-4pm SOM Student
Photographs, Fulton Hall first
floor. SOM students are asked
to have their pictures taken and
submit them to their faculty, so
faculty can learn their names
more quickly. (Assoc. Dean

James

7pm Film Board Movie: Who
Framed Roger Rabbit?, Barry
Arts Pavillion.
7:3opm Evening Prayer,
Manresa House 188 Beacon
Street.(Jesuit Community, Stan

Friday

Gips).

7pm Day Visit Workshop,
McGuinn Auditorium. Spon-

sored by the Student Admissions Program (Ellen Foley

Fasci, S.J., 739-0224).
9pm Bus returns from

Ski

Retreat.

27
/

Thursday
26

29

7:30-9:3opm OLANI: Spring
Fashion Gala, McGuinn 128.
Sponsored by NAACP.

of Patricia Coyle '90, Todd
Moran '89, and Karen Noonan
'90. (Chaplaincy x3475)
10pm Wed. Night Mass,
Manresa House. A community
Eucharist open to the university. (Jesuit Community, Stan
Fasci, S.J., 739-0224).

551-2406).

Sunday

x3378).

.

ARTS HOTLINE- 552-4000

23

Social, O'Connell House. All
are welcome to attend this
social for new and returning international students. Sponsored
by ODSD (x8005) and the International Club.
7pm Office Management
Workshop, Lyons 120. Sponsored by the Student Admissions Program (Ellen Foley

sored by the Student Admissions Program (Ellen Foley

x3470.

Monday

7pm International Welcome

203.
7pm Tour/Greeter Workshop,
McGuinn Auditorium. Spon-

Interested in Festival of
Friendship? Co-directors are
needed. Call Sheilah Horton,

Heights
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Programming for the week of

WANTED:

the

9am-spm United Parcel Service Employment Opportunities, McElroy Lobby. Sponsored by the GSA (James Carr,
551-2406).

4-7pm Attitude Adjustment
Hour, Lyons. GSA.
7:30 & 10pm Film Board
Movie: Who Framed Roger
Rabbit?, McGuinn Aud.

Monday
30

x3378).

vice Employment Opportunities, McElroy Lobby. Sponsored by the GSA (James Carr,
551-2406).
6:3opm Play

Auditions, Lyons
4th floor. Auditions for 'Fool for

Love' (monologue preferred),
and 'Evita' (preparation optional). For more info: Cathi
558-9158 or Chris 558-9472.

6:30-B:3opm Black Student
Forum General Meeting,
Gasson 306.
6:3opm Student Admissions
Program General Meeting,
Robsham Theater. (Contact:
Ellen Foley x3378).

9am-spm United Parcel Ser-

vice Employment Opportunities, McElroy Lobby. Sponsored by the GSA (James Carr,
551-2406).

Wednesday
25

11:30am Lecture Fans: A Conservator's View, Devlin Hall Art
Mimi
Leveque,
Gallery.

Saturday
28
\u25a0

1

,

9am-spm United Parcel Ser-

7pm Womynfire Meeting,
McElroy 127. Feminist discussion/support group. (Leigh Anthony, 787-1391).
7:3opm Evening Prayer,
Manresa House, 188 Beacon St.
(Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci,
S.J., 739-0224).

Associate Conservator of the

Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
will be the guest lecturer. Sponsored by the Art Gallery (Mrs.

Helen Swartz x8587).
Accounting
6:30-7:3opm
Academy General Meeting,
Higgins 304.

7:lsam Bus departs for Ski

Retreat. Contact Chaplaincy for
details x 3475.
7:30 & 10pm Film Board
Movie: Who Framed Roger
Rabbit?, McGuinn Aud.

7-B:3opm

'Prayer:

A

Psychoanalytic Appreciation',
St. Mary's Hall Conference
Room. Dr. John McDargh will
be the guest lecturer for this as
part of the on-going 12-part
series: 'University at Prayer' program, which seeks to explore a
variety of approaches to prayer.
7-9:3opm Amnesty Interna-

tional Group Meeting, Devlin
12.
7:3opm

Evening Prayer,
Manresa House, 188 Beacon St.
(Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci,
S.J., 739-0224).

